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STUNNINGLY SPITEFUL

W

E ARE GOING TO DARE

appointed body, the Farm Animal Wel-

an explosive suggestion.

fare Council has had sfee4fez.fczfe, the

Namely, that within Jewish
culture there is a different attitude to
animals from that prevailing in British
secular culture and that which drives the
secular, fundamentalist Animal RIghts
Movement.
There is no doubt that Judaism has a
long and honoured tradition of
abhorrence at causing umecessary pain
to animals. There are several instances
in the Torah in which legislation
appears to be motivated solely by the
avoidance of cruelty. The offence,

Jewish method of killing animals for
food,

in

its

sights.

Sfeekfez.fczfe

is

performed by highly skilled, trained
operatives who are genuinely concerned to minimise pain. But modem
practice in this country is to stun the
animal before killing it and the
traditional laws of sfeefrfez.fczfe forbid the

use of a damaged animal for food. Prestunning, it is argued, causes damage
and is therefore contrary to fe¢/czfr¢afe.

The Fami Animal Welfare Council has
recently decided to make another

`tscz 'czr bcz 'cr/ez. fecz)ryz.rm' -causing pain

attack on sfeekfez.£czfe and the related

to living creatures - is an ancient one.
There is a persuasive argument that
one of the purposes of the development

Muslin method, feczJ¢J. It is also seek-

of tlwe la:IVs of kashrut a,rid shelchitah

labelled as such and therefore as meat

was to limit and restrict meat eating.
Whilst Jewish theology is not
consistent on the point - Jewish
theology is seldom consistent on
anything - there is a marked sense that
all creation has a purpose, that a
significant aspect of the existence of
animals is to benefit human beings and
that there is a hierarchy in which
human beings are at the top and
animals are lower down the order of
creation. Such a cultural view may well
explain why many Jews find the

produced by cruel methods.
At first sight, this is simply an
earnest discussion about a possible
small gain. Since, if it could be proved
that pre-stunning caused less pain than

prevailing British attitude to aninials,
embodied in the existence of a
National Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children but a Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals slightly dotty. Leaving
large bequests to cats' homes seems
worse than dotty and, for many Jews,
the sudden and explosive denunciation
of breeding animals for fur was
surprising and inconsistent. As for the
violent attacks on laboratories using
animals for research that will benefit
human health, that is much more
disturbing than the research itself.
Judaism abhors cruelty, urmecessary
pain and careless exploitation. The
current British Reform Prayer Book
contains the observation "When a Jew
says he's going hunting to amuse
himself, he lies". But there is a cultural
distinction which has to do with British
sentimentality and also to do with the
Jewish sense of human beings and God
in partnership as the climax of creation.
For some years now a goverrment-
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ing to have hind-quarters meat sold on
after s'feefrfez.fczfe to the general trade

s¢e4fez.fczfe or fecz/CZJ, the gain might be

worth having but it would be marginal.
But the picture is not as simple or
close-focused as that. For pull back
and let the lens play over the whole
picture of breeding, rearing, marketing
and taking farm animals to the abattoir.
Tbe scope here for gains in animal
welfare and the avoidance of pain are
huge. But the gains are not bankable
because of commercial pressures and
the price the public is prepared to pay
for meat and poultry. So what we now
see is a spiteful and doctrinaire attack
on a vulnerable target because the
much larger issues about faming and
meat-eating are beyond the grasp of
any pressure group.
Widen the lens a little more. The
abolition of sfeekfez.£cz% and fe¢/cz/ would

deprive hundreds of thousands of
British citizens of the right to eat meat
except as an impossibly expensive
import. It would also cause a
significant number of job losses.
Pull back the lens one final notch.
Britain is struggling as never before to
create what the government calls `a
cohesive society'. That is a society
which does not just accept immigrants
onconditionthattheyassimilatetotally
within British cultural norms. It is a
society which encourages immigrants
to celebrate and live out their own

culture whilst giving of that culture
and of themselves to wider, civil
society. It is a difficult but hugely
worthwhile vision. There have to be
agreed common principles and values.
But it is hard to accept that abolishing
shekhitah aLnd halal for as yct
unproven, and, at best, marginal gains
is worth going to the stake for. Indeed,
how can unproven marginal gains be
set against the deep distress caused to a
large section of the population?
Particularly as it would confirm their
view that British society is only
prepared to accommodate them on its
own rigid and intolerant secular terms.
What we have is a blinkered piece of
campaigning, ill-suited to the wider
government vision of creating a
cohesive society in which minorities
feel accepted and valued and not under
fire each time their traditions depart
from the current secular nomi.
What we have is not just earnest
sentimentality but a piece of secular
fundamentalism which is all of a piece
with attacking medical research
laboratories. It is rooted in a diffe.rent
view of the relationship between
human beings and animals to that
within Jewish tradition and it is
advanced with all the one-eyed zeal
and
ruthlessness
with
which
fundamentalists - secular or religious
- pursue their Truth with supreme

indifference not just to those who
disagree but to those human beings
who get seriously hurt as a result.
If, and we stress `if', it can be shown
that gains can come from pre-stunning
as part of a much broader effort to put
the welfare of farm animals before
commercial interests and society at
large is prepared to pay the price, then it
may be possible for minority religious
groups to respond. But that response
will only be made possible in a
genuinely cohesive, multicultural
society in which they feel accepted,
understood and valued rather than
marginalisedandunderattackbystareyeyed campaigners and secular
fundamentalists. Cultural development,
exchange and compromise can be
amongst the richest features of a
genuinely cohesive society but the one
thing of which we can be sure is that we
won't get there by using sanctimonious
pressurising and legal steamrollers .

1

WHYI
PLACE

as

described

by

the American
FOR Brueggemann,
US JEWS, ISRAEL
IS

Dow Marmur
Place is space which has historical
meanings, where some things have
happened which are now remembered and
which provide continuity and identity
across generations. Place is space where
important words have been spoken which
have established idendty, defined vocandon,
and envisioned destiny. Place is space in
whi,ch vows have been exchanged, promises
have been made, and demands have been
issued. Place is indeed a protest against the
unpromising pursuit If space. It is a
declaration that our humanness cannot be

found in escape, detachment, absence of
commitment, and undef tned freedom
(Walter Brueggemann, rfec £¢#d).
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Protestant theologian. It has "historical
meanings, where some things have
happened which are now remembered
and which provide continuity and
identity across generations." That is
whytheBirthrightprogrammehasbeen
so successful. It brings young Jews to
Israel who, despite their limited Jewish
education and tenuous affiliation, now
become aware that they belong to a
people with a fixed address, a
remarkable past and a defined future.
Afterthistheirfirstvisit,theyknowthat
their "humanness cannot be found in
escape, detachment, absence of
commitment, and undefined freedom."
Diaspora, even when it is congenial
and comfortable, can never be more
than space. As has become apparent
since the establishment of the State of
Israel, access to the place has made it
easier to live in Jewish space almost

anywhere. The return to the land of
Israel, where now 38 percent of all the
world's Jews live, has been the major
factor in the revitalization of the people
of Israel and the revival of the faith of
Israel in our time. Even if it may be
possible to believe as an individual Jew
anywhere in the world, the Jewish state
has made it possible for religious and
secular Jews alike to belong to the
Jewish collective and often in this way
to renew their faith in the God of Israel.
Those who say that Israel is the
cause of contemporary anti-Semitism
may, therefore, have a point. For
Jewish sovereignty in the land of our
ancestors has made it clear to our
enemies that we are here to stay.
Whereas pockets of worshipping Jews
may have been tolerated by bigots, the
existence of a Jewish polity with
established signs of proud identity
across territorial borders and internal
differences constitutes a threat to those
whowianttowipeusoffthefaceofthe
earth. The link between anti-Semitism
and the Arab enmity of Israel is
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JVLUST LIVE IN ISRAEL
understandable. To argue that Arabs
are also Semites, is to quibble over
semantics.
The above is not accepted by all
Jews, It may cause discomfort to those
who like to think of themselves as
having their place in the Diaspora.
Some may even fear that open
allegiance to Israel could jeopardize
their status as integrated Britons or
Americans or Canadians. They would
like to think that they differ from others
only on account of their religion - to
which many are only nominally
committed - or because of their
cultural roots of which they are often
ignorant and to which they are, at best,
only romantically attached.
Commitment to Israel, and the
Jewish identity it evokes, works
against the process of assimilation. It
is therefore bound to encounter
opposition among those for whom
being British or American or Canadian
is more important than being Jewish.
The fact that the historic reality after
the establishment of Israel points in the
opposite direction is not likely to
impress them.

*
Harsh as it may sound, the wellmeaning intentions of Jews who wish
to assimilate under the banner of
integration in the spaces they so
comfortably occupy may serve the
treacherous devices of anti-Semites
whose aim is to rid the world of Jews.
Judging by the statistics of dwindling
nunibers throughout the Diaspora, our
enemies may be successful beyond
their wildest dreams. What persecution
could not achieve, integration might.
Had our enemies been more
sophisticated, they would have
refrained from overt attacks as these
tend to raise, at least temporarily, the
Jewish desire to "stand up and be
counted" as a manifestation of a kind
of negative identity.
Almost four decades ago, the late
left wing writer Isaac Deutscher
described himself as an atheist anti-
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Almost f ;our decades

ago, the late
lei it wing wri,ter
Isaac Deutscher
described hinself
as an atheist
anti-nedonaltst, and
could only see his
Jewishaess as an
expression Of his

"unconditional

sotidarity with the
persecuted and
exterminated."
Had there been no
and-Semitism,
Deutscher would, as
it were, have ceased
to be a Jew.

nationalist, and could only see his
Jewishness as an expression of his
"unconditional solidarity with the

persecuted and exterminated." Had
there been no anti-Semitism, Deutscher
would, as it were, have ceased to be a
Jew. What was true of this scion of a
Hasidic family in Poland has become
true of many other children and
grandchildren of East European
immigrants.
While current manifestations of antiSemitism in Europe and elsewhere are
factors that bring Jews closer together,
including those on the margin, Israel
has of late had the opposite effect.
Jewish intellectuals, palticularly on the
political left, in their endeavour to
affirm their Diaspora space as their only
place may become enemies of their own
people. They refuse to acknowledge that
by distancing themselves from the place
that is Israel they are, in fact, threatening
their space in the Diaspora. They
identify Israel as the cause of that threat
and imply that they prefer Jewish
extinction to Jewish identity.

*
But even Jews committed to Israel from within as citizens and from afar
as supporters and advocates - are
deeply divided about how the place
should be preserved. Two main
approaches can be discerned.
Some believe that only military
might and political clout can preserve
the Jewish state. They even delude
themselves that it is possible to
suppress terrorism and retain territories
long enough to exhaust the Palestinians
and bring them to their knees. Hence
the electoral success of the Likud party
and its allies, all opposed to Palestinian
statehood and determined to keep the
Jewish settlements in Samaria, Judea,
and Gaza.
Many Jews in the Diaspora see it as
their duty to support this approach. In
the United States, they can also count
on the ostensibly Zionist enthusiasm of
millions of Protestant fundamentalists

continued on next page
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who, in the felicitous phrase of the
Israeli historian Yehuda Bauer, love
Jews and hate Judaism. For they are
awaiting the conversion of the Jews as
soon as they have, literally, been put in
their place.
Ironically, while Jewish opponents
of the State of Israel collude with those
who want to assimilate, proponents of
a strong Israel may be working for
those who seek to convert them.
The other camp believes that the
survival of Israel is contingent upon it
being a democratic state, respected by
international public opinion and
prepared
to
make
territorial
concessions for the sake of nonbelligerent co-existence with their
Palestinian neighbours in two
sovereign states. This camp is prepared
to work such a settlement in the
knowledge that real peace may elude
us for the time being. Believing that a
liberal approach is necessary for the
survival of Israel these women and men
see themselves as guardians of the
place in which Jewish identity can be
secured. They often ally themselves
with like-minded non-Jews, including
liberal Christians, even when these are
critical of Israeli government policies.
I belong to this second camp because
I believe that such an approach can
best secure the future of Israel and thus
preserve the place of my people.
Having in mind the traditional notion
that we have been exiled from our land
because of our sins and that, according
to this understanding, we have not yet
sufficiently repented to warrant a
return under the barmer of the Messiah,
I speculate that after the Holocaust God
took a calculated risk. Facing the
danger of the end of the Jewish people
- God's witness in the world - God

gambled by enabling the Jews through the human channels of
diplomacy, politics and, alas, warfare
- to proclaim a state where the
teachings of Judaism could be put into
practice. Whereas through the ages we
could only proclaim the noble
teachings of our prophets and sages,
for we had no state of our own where
they could be applied, now we would
be able to practise them. Failure to do
so would result in our forfeiting the
claim to the place and be compelled
to return to an ignoble exile.
The struggle between the so-called
political right and the so-called
political left in Israel, each side
supported by groups in the Diaspora,
reflects the drama of contemporary
Judaism. In many ways it is a
confrontation between apocalypse, the
fantasy of a violent struggle in which

4

evil will be destroyed, and prophecy, a
vision of the future as it ought to be.
Though the near-apocalyptic quest for
Israel's security, as advocated by the
political right, is urgent, the left wing
commitment to Israel as the epitome of

I speculate that
Ofter the Holocaust
God took a
calculated risk.

Facing the danger
Of the end Of the

Jewish people God's witness in

the teachings of the Hebrew prophets
may turn out to be more realistic. Even
thou8b the faded Oslo accord, in no
small measure due to Palestinian
intransigence,hasdiscrediedthepeace
camp, and the teHorism on the
Palestinian side gives legitimacy to
harsh retaliation try- the government of
Israel, the readiness to make sacrifices
for the sake of peace is as relevant
today as it has ever been

*
In an effort to be in the place that
enables me to feat part Of the Jewish
people while, at the same time,
affiming the spaces i+-here I served
congregrtious in the Diaapra, I now
dividemytinebrfureenJenisalemand
Toronto,usualfytra:I-e]IingriaLondon.

the world - God
gambled ky
enabling the Jews through the haman

Deapite my jay at trfug in Israel and
mycommitmat6oitthelaports1send
back to friends overseas are often

channels Of
diplomacy, politics

legiinaey-. The lsEaeE peace camp

and, alas, warfure

- to proclain a
state where the
teachings Of
Judaism could be
put into practice.

pessinistic. For whEss± each side in the
conflict seems -in froTtr- exaedy what
theotherHHSEdctebzingabou±peace.
There is lime evidence Of self-sonltiny
and xpeHEanc= as feff thai adnrission
of reaponsifeflEEr iL-cH2Id lead to loss of

tries to beal= ifee c5tle fty7 self-critical

analyses and calls for inaginative
actionjbutitlihljH=elxpenseandeven
less success. Palesinfan terrorism
disclediis eFie¥r sock aHEapt. Hence
mypes`+rm-en.IEarisesenfofloveand
commitH!es±tDifeepeapkaEdconcem
for its firizre.
But pessimism z2eed not be a

presclEm fir EEEHim The refusal to
lock a± the poliried srfeen in and
around Israel drmnal rose-tinted
apectaeles in ne iEEF 2=solties us from

corfuriqg fie qpE= fr pEace and the
readinessteErfesaHfficas.i-otoalyis
ourfilaneasapeapl==salgbutGod's
garfele HRI E!e ¥iEiErfed TEat is one
of maH5/- IascE=s rfer I feE2 at home in

Israel, eT=n whm I leak over my
chorddff E® ife SHE rift ihae is no
hoHric±de E]edil in ri= E]us in which I
tra+€L BEEF;g diEae aE© tD my faith
andgii;=sae]EiEHseiDEFcEmmitmeut,

er+in irfeiH I an " |H aHe tD see the

H_dia±ifeedthj:dr-t€E]

RtBRI I)OH ?I±HITE aE= rrmn ir PoJcr7Id,
edzsca±a± ± S*Ea5z= ±E± iT 5Ee whbi7iate at

thzelfioBaE±CirE¥mfinLsaegregedons

in Imaae a-i E- CLe Of the Roform
Llen;re-E±s lErfe jiEiL- ke arms Uires and

TiTfiEsil=J-=_
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candle-lit archaeological excavations
to the southern side ofthe site, a section
set aside for the Reform Movement
service. V`fe sat xpon the Hulda steps,
at the very entrance to the temple
precinct, sunoTmded by fallen pillars
andbrokenpavenents.WereadEychcz,
Lamentations. Abor-e us the barbed
wire topped walls of the Muslim
precinct.Belowusthousandsmarched.
Their loudapecker edes ripped into the
night. I never understood until then

UNDAI^Jubu
HqHiH£±SrTF §

what this all meant. The painful,
bloody-minded, stifebom fight for
territory. Tbe sLe€r mind-blowing
literainess of it aEL I sinply never
understood thai for -these people, here
at this point in hisierty', the Bible is
map. And there He sa+L a few yards
away from the apicenife. I've never

known such a mE± Of feelings.
Iwentbac¥mangrdres,oftenalone.

And once in lai3 s-er I pressed my

BATTLE FOR THE WALL

forehead €o the Th-aH and I was

surprised 1± Has iralap deeply warln,
almostalii,'e.Iiockedapand1thought,
howappropriaEE:harFFrigi±thisis,here
at this point in hisio:E`3 to pray up
against a stone REEL To be really up
against ii ha a place i]i2ere no One,

Shulamit Amb alu

perhaps, is iising. _And all of us,
hereonthissid:.andifeepeapleal]ove,
the chtaches te rfee Side, eT'eryone,
pressed xp agairs each ocher3 facing
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Judaism's Holy Site.

not faces rfe hitiFTck zEosaic, stone,

Eds. Phyllis Chesler & RIvka Haut.
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Vermont, 2003.

gold-

Do }'on trm cast RE pra}`? Is your
mind on the ifei]g:F - che Rail? How
difficultitistchzHESDchaproblenatic
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Wailing Wall. I still like to call it
that, UP
although
it is embarrassing.
IGREW
CALLING
IT THE
Perhaps nowadays we don't wail.

hanging high over the hills of East
Jerusalem.

centre, a place mackeF for an

ambiralen[ anal nEx±ir loss - the

I don't know what to call it. fJczr %cz-

Temple. i place whch res aLErain lost

Bcz)/z.Z. The Temple Mount. The Hczrcz77?.

to us for hHLs=Ee drEife of om history
and reclaimed enhr =5 ¥Ieals ago. The

I know of three ways to the Wall.
The Jaffa Gate offers a winding stroll
around the locked gates of the
Armenian quarter, or a walk straight

The Western Wall Plaza. The Dome of
the Rock. AI Aqsa Mosque. Mount
most dangerous place in the world. The

violence on and ofFa:er sin. Ifl turn
easttopla}-=azElalirfewhholiness

down through the sfeoz{k, filled with

place

or geopoffical FEaliF}-.? is ir an act of

tapestries, drums, sweets, coffee,
games, souvenirs and desperate shopkeepers who, because of the security
situation and its impact on tourism,
have sold nothing that week. The steps
go down and down, a turn to the right
into darker alleyways, the sky disappearing overhead, yet everywhere
the soft blue of metalwork shutters.
The Zion Gate is reached by a stiff
climb up a hillside covered in herbs.
The golden outer walls of the Old City,
marked in places with bullet holes,
form a corridor with the Armenian
cemetery. A stone corridor, utterly
timeless, gives way to the gate.
I always leave by the Dung Gate.
This road winds alongside the Valley
of Gehinom, green even in summer,

Presence.

solidarifty' wh in= jErich Pexple, and

The startling vision of the Dome of
the Rock, gold in the daylight, blazing
against a night black sky. The Wall
itself, humble, really, its wall-weeds
visible even from a distance. The
cacophony of church bells clashing in
daytime with the sermon in Arabic
from above, the praying below, the
street sounds, the traffic, the shouting.
It can be quiet at night time, and in the
morning.
Our first experience, as Leo Baeck
Students was on rz.sfecz a '4i; a year ago,
a tense walk to the city at night, aware
of the threatening violence. Women in
Green, a settler group, had promised a
night time march around the walls of
the city. We climbed through tbe

if so3 if I do Im a- an I ftrming

Moriah, the place of the j44edczfe. The
of

the

S¢efrfez.72czfe,

Divine

scene of reH_rious and political

away?
How de I mooErfle Hpr tREing to
holiness` which is tiririi.rig casst as a

gestue af de RE Ec fr[ orfu7ards,

beyrondm}-selfmmEE±e,with
the poREca! Iife'-? lfy ]qug disfance
goal is enE Of chE E± hot- spots on

Earth

1cameaede*-alasadfasaporaJew.

I had a sexl of sF±±± anchment,
but I cordd aes sad in= &msREt battle
for reHgieEs and prHrical if that
invades anfi dDEE± eiEp- aspect of
life in lslasl and ike Occupied

Tedfrias. I -i iD mdrfund over
the oomse' o±- ZFT Ter as a rabbinical

sttlden:i in in= in-. ire +inese are
=====+¥±SEJhgA+ife2oo3

necessary battles for Progressives both
in the religious and in the broadest
senses. Indeed, the very first women's
Torah service, led by the group which
subsequently became Women of the

painful inequalities of women within
Orthodox Judaism. Women praying
together are simply individuals who
happen to be praying near to each
other. They cannot constitute a tsz.Z)bc{r,

Wall - WOW - took place at the Kofe/

a congregation, or be counted in a

in November 1988. This was at the
height of the `Who is a Jew' battle, that

mz.nycr7!, the prayer quorum of ten

ultimately won the right of Reform,
and all other non-Orthodox converts
from outside Israel to make cz/i.};czfe and

to be recognised as Jewish citizens.
The service sprang spontaneously out
of the First International Jewish

Feminist conference, which was taking
place in Jerusalem at the time, and at
which the issues of Jewish status and
pluralism were hotly debated.
Women of the Wall continue to meet
together to pray at the Kofe/ on Ros%
Hodes%, the beginning of each lunar
month. They begin the morning service in the women's section,
overlooked for their own protection by
security guards, since the early years
saw regular violent attacks against the
women by ultra-Orthodox worshippers. They are then required to move to
a nearby courtyard in the Jewish
Quarter for the Torah reading and conclusion of the service. Although two
Supreme Court rulings have required
the State to provide space for them to
pray at the Koze/, the State has managed to stall any progress by setting up
commissions of enquiry which took
years to conclude their tasks. The
group were successful in obtaining a
ruling from the Supreme Court in 2000
affirming their right to pray out loud,
as a group, at the Women's section
wi:thaLsrferTorah2[ndweain:gtallitot.
The court ordered the government to
find a solution for them. A piece of
legislation proposed by the Shas and
Degel Ha-Torah religious parties was
then voted on in the Knesset in 2001
forbidding these activities and recommending a prison sentence of seven
years. This would also apply to any
mixed services carded out at the Kofe/.
At the time of writing, WOW were
conducting a vigorous campaign
against this bill.

Over the years, since the very first
WOW Torah service in 1988, the Koze/
has been transformed, through successive pieces of legislation, from a public
space into an Orthodox Synagogue.
Although several Orthodox rabbinic

athorities agree that the WOW prayer
services contain no elements which are
in themselves against fecz/czfr7iczfe, Jew-

ish Law, they transgress "z.7z%crg
faa-772afo772, the custom of the locality,

and therefore cannot be allowed.
The actions of WOW point up the
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Women Of the VIall
corutnue to meet

together to pray at the
Kotel o7c Rosh
Hodesh, £¢e begz.777zz.72g

Of each lunar mohih.
They begin the
morning service in the
women's section,
overlooked i tor their
own protection by
security guards, since
the early years sow
regular violent attacks
against the women by
ultra-Orthodox
worshippers.
needed for the communal prayers.
WOW accept these halakhic limits and
consequently do not consider
themselves to be a congregation saying
the prayers that require a 77cz.7?}7cr73, such
as the moumer's faczczdz.sfe. It seems,

though, that it is the very sight of these
women, praying together, wearing
tallitot and holding a. Seifer Torah,
indeed, being Jews, that provokes their
opponents.
My reactions to the WOW services I
attended were intensely ambivalent. I
did not want to put in a stake for
territory, there, at the Kofe/. It seemed
to me idolatrous, provocative. I did not
`need' these women-only halakhic
services, since I was already
empowered as a rabbinical student, as
a woman, within egalitarian or nearegalitarian frameworks. I could not see
why these women insisted on a

halakhic framework since who would
witness or respect such an approach? It
was not my agenda. Reading `Women
of the Wall - Claiming Sacred Ground
at Judaism's Holy Site', changed my
mind. The format of the book, written
by thirty contributors, reflects the
feminist sense of process that flows
through the work of the group. It opens
with a collection of personal accounts
by the activists themselves. A series of
legal and political analyses follow.
Multi-denominational perspectives are
explored in the next section. The fmal
part consists of four remarkable essays
on halakhic theory.
The book opens with its most
powerful and provocative five words.
The dedication: for the State of Israel.
Powerful because the goal of wow is
to make space within Israel, at the place
of supreme national importance, for
women praying together. This is a
challenging vision. It is about
establishing pluralism at the Kofe/. It is

about setting feminist commitment
above denominational allegiance. It is
about facing religious intolerance, to
the extent of physical violence, head
on. It is about saying that rather than
leaving the Ko/e/ to the extremists, the
fundamentalists and the nationalists,
there will be space there, too, for these
women's spiritual vision, a place for
their prayers, heard, perhaps, by the
S7zekfez.7zcz%, the presence of the Holy

One.
The book is also about alliances. It

is notable that although certain
individuals within the Israeli Refomi
Movement may have felt they do not
share WOW's goals, the Movement as
a whole has lent its support throughout
the legal and legislative process. It has
also chosen not to pursue and settle its
own claims for space at the Kofe/ until
the case of WOW has been resolved,
unlike the Masorti Movement, which
prays at the adjacent archeological
gardens.
There is no clear path to a resolution
in sight, in the courts or in the Knesset.
Yet there are moments of hope. Last
yea;I on Rosh Hodesh Adar, WONI
managed to conduct a full prayer
service, with Torah reading, at the
Kotel.

The Wall is a place of incredible
contradictions. Perhaps these women,
who come there genuinely in peace,
will be part of the long slow process
that will bring lasting peace to the

Wailing Wall I
SHULAMIT AMBALU I.s abowf fo 6egi.# feer

final year on the rabbinic programme at the Leo
Baeck College - CeITtre for Jewish Education.
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##j*lfrt"MMchaT€vio
LIONEL BLUE
Less is more has always been Barry Hyman's motto. Master Of the pitky headline tmd the +inca inchichgpzlli.
Hymen will contribute a short but revealing interview as a regular feature Of MANNA. h Its fiTsi colilrm he asks
Rabbi, Writer, Broadcaster, Entertainer and Painter -yes, Painter! -Lionel Blue howl he does if oil.
For the full loo,000 word version, look out fior his autobiograpJTy in 2004.

Tim..What

took

you

into

the

rabbinate?
LB: I caught religion at Oxford,
wandering by chance into a
Quaker meeting. I saw all my
problems inside out and was back
in religion again.
I'd left it at about five, when
my prayers for the speedy demise
of Hitler and Mosley went
unanswered.
TrH:. Which Of your teachers inspired
you most?
LB: The one who meant the most to
me throughout my student life
and afterwards was Dr Wemer
van der Zyl. [Rabbi and founder
of Leo Baeck College]. He
seemed to like me and said to me
once, `Lionel, I can only afford
to have one of you, but one of
you I'd better have! '
B:FI... When did you get into cooking?

LB: When I was a kid. I sat in my
grandmother's kitchen and we
did a deal. I translated my comics
into Yiddish for her and she gave
me off-cuts of strudel and giblets.
I learnt cookery and kindness at
the same time. I used to go sailing
a lot and ended up as cook on
board. I could cook a goulash in a
gale. There were four of us and
we went all over the North Sea.
B:H.. Do you have a personalf ;avourite
dish?

LB: I like my own vegetarian
chopped liver. Meat eaters,
unless I tell them, can't tell the
difference.
TI;EL. Did you enjoy being a pulpit
rabbi at Middlesex New?
LB: Yes. It was a great privilege.
Tim.. So how and when did your
broadcasting career i ;ollow?
LB: Quite late. I was taking services

on the contineEi and got a
teleglan firm a ey;nagogue I'd
served iE-hieE iTas to be the
sTifejectofaBBcprpglanme,but

did not hzrra a rabbi Would I
come bac== and fill in I Ietuned.
A few Heels !ai=gr I iTas asked to
do one ofifee God stols. This was

about 30 5-± a=c.
BEE=. Do Foiz still egivap: ii?

LB: Yes - iE's ngF eon_apgafion. Of
all faiths, anff z]ene. I get letters.

People

stop

i-on

in

the

slp±alIEI It's the equivalent
of shaHng hands with your
con_apgafionaftErfieservice.
B;fE:. So hatlr did Foil TrLeve from radio
to fonLT stfige appearances?
HB: A coHeagz]e said: `You3re doing

all these charii57 alows. Why not
do it in the ifeeaffe?' I wanted to

meet the peaple Fd been talking
to, so I did one or two and it took
nzA!\!NA SUF.4MEFi 2003

off. I stop and talk after the show
and aln usually the last one to
leave.
Tr:F1.. As a noted writer do you have a

f iavourite book?
LB: `Cranford' by Mrs Gaskell, the
kindest novel in the English
language; `Pilgrin's Progress' ;
and `The Joys of Yiddish.'
F[;F1:. Tell me about that wonderful
painting on your wall. This is not
a shell for which you are Jmown.
LB: I started at Oxford and return
occasionally. I can only paint
things that are inside me. What
came out was this Bundistanarchist procession in the East
End of my childhood circa 1936.
I've done a few other bits and
pieces. When I've finished this
autobiography and a novel I'm
working on I shall return to it.
Fr;Fl:. What epitaph would you like?
LB: `He tried.' Death doesn't frighten
me. There's a point at which I
will feel that I've done this world
and I'd really like to see what
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particular, Jewish business ethics - is
about business decisions which are
moral, right and just. With one or two
exceptions, the contributors to this
book are primarily concerned with the
process or procedures by w.rich ethical
issues in business are identified - by
which they mean brougrdt to the notice
of the publieg debaied3 infltienced and
decided. What the.v rarely choose to
consider is what decision should be
made in order for i± to be an ethical
decision, as opposed to ere which is
accepted by the plibfic, often treated as
being synonymous with the press and
the relevant got-emll]ental authorities.
So there is little or no interest in what
is decided. Rafier the focus is on how
the decision is reacE±ed ilthile the latter
is not withon€ some relevance in
discussing ethics, i± cannot be to the
exclusion of the cenelus±on.
"We do not seck=. sa+- the editors on

PROFIT CAN

pages

discuss the cttiical issEes themselves
bilt to loo± at what has influenced how
they were disenssed_.T' Thai strkes me
as being a Hfile like telling about
medicaleJdiLcssofeh-intrmsofwho
leaned on the doctoi> anfl T]ithout any
cousideratien of iEilEther the patient
lived or died or e`-aE derived any
benefit fiun the dEcis=cEL Be that as it
may, the fact ifeaf ifee eapEasis is so
heavily oE the psoc€ss of decision
maldng, rafeer dian en ife= ainbutes of
the decision itself. inEriall}T leads the
debate inio +die aiEa of Eeni- business
can best inflEeEce. te its ace-antage

>mprises anVOLUME
Introduction and
IIS SLENDER
OFa

naturally, pchEf dire and opinion

Conclusion by the editors. In between,
there are seven articles by a variety of
contributors from academic, professional and business backgrounds, each
of which is followed by comments from
an individual with knowledge of the
area or aspect of business covered by
the article. While it is, for the most part,
eminently readable, this is not a book
for those, like me, with an interest in
business ethics, as opposed to business,
corporate governance and the influencing of public opinion.
To be fair, the title should have
warned me that the book was about the
way ethical issues develop rather than
about the issues themselves but I was
still not prepared for the definition
which appears as early as page 2.
"Business ethics", say the editors,

and gor-erzmeHlal aedcEL IEe logical

BE ETHICAL
Gerald Rothman
.4 7een/ boo fr, Understanding

How Issues in Business Ethics
Devehoxp, edi.ted by Ion Jones

and Michael Pollitt ¢algrave
MacMillan, London, 2002,

pp l 80) provides the former
chiof operchng officer Of

Canary Wharf and current
Chair Of Leo Baeck College Centre for Jewish Education,
Gerald Rothmcun, with the
opportunity to explain the
Jewish understanding Of
business ethics.

)me

180

A5-size

quoting from an earlier publication of
theirs, "may be defined as `the mles of
conduct by which business decisions
are made". To which I can only reply
that it may but if it were, it would be
Wrong.

To me, business ethics - and in
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page16inikeirsubis`-earicle,"to

conclusionofifeisaEprachisthatwhat
drives `ethical' bEEffi:r3erH is i¢-hat is

good for bEs±

I doubt ffiaf fiis gruech is much
favoured b}' apr encapI ®f business
ethics. Before the idea is entirely
dismissed, iE stanld be nct=d that the
idea {ha± eifeical btlsiness is good
business, becal±se iE fiIEds faL-our with

the cusstomeEs and thErefde generates
bigger prof=Es: finds qriie wideapread
acceptance.TEz2zpxposirienisnotone
subscribed to b`' JeirisE btisiness

ethies. EL II=ir Tinari3 the Israeli
econoHis± are mE`;E±r lechlRI, who
did so Hzlfh tD sEinTife interest in
Jewish business edics more than a
decade ago, aEgues Ldiat the idea that

ethicalbllsinessis=seedbusriessisnot
ethies at all - it is EREsiness. To be sure,
thereisnofEingTLTengrifaitbutsinee

oneoftheeuepindrlesinbusinessis
to make profits> if a _gri-en course of
action is caledat=d iD Exprove those
profits, FTe can be eoEfident that a
rational business person will follow
hfiiRE SUMMER 2003

that course. Jewish business ethics is
not about telling business people how

to make a profit but how to act if they
are to behave ethically. The very
essence of ethical behaviour in
business is any action taken because it
is the right and proper thing to do,
regardless of whether or not is to our
benefit and sometimes even though it
is to our detriment.
It is equally easy to slip into the

opposite trap of assuming that any
behaviour which is beneficial to a
business or those running it must be
unethical. The editors of this book are
much exercised by the setting of senior
executive salaries. The concentration
on process and public perception leads
to the unspoken assumption that if the
press, the politicians and the public
believe that the recipient is a "fat cat",
the salary must be excessive and
therefore unethical. A moment's
thought ought to be enough to demolish
that idea because it is impossible to
determine what is, or is not, ethical in
the absence of knowledge of all the
surounding circumstances. Some of us
deserve what we earn, even if it is
substantial, while others of us do not,
even if the salary is very small. Neither
is it an answer to criticise a large salary
paid to someone running a company
making a large loss, when it is possible
that, without the extraordinary efforts
of that executive, the loss would have
been even larger.
One of the articles looks at the
OECD's Anti-bribery Convention.
Even this concentrates on the statutory
aspects of the subject and how noncompliance can damage a business,
rather than looking at the issue of what
behaviour amounts to bribery or
corruption. Only in the subsequent
colnments by a Senior Vice President
of GlaxosmithKlein plc is any attempt
made to explore what it is that makes
certain behaviour corrupt, when he
describes the interactive training
sessions which his company runs. They
reminded me of the seminars that are
held for business and professional
people by the Jewish Association for
Business Ethics (JABE), except that I
would not expect a company seminar
to grapple with the question of why
bribery or other unethical behaviour is
wrong. For the believing Jew the
answer is simple, if somewhat difficult
to express without appearing
sanctinonious or naive, or both. Torali
expficitly tells us that we are forbidden
to accept, or to give, a bribe and
equally, any form of deceptive or
fraudulent behaviour is prohibited.
Jewish ethics exhibits a deep concern
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not only about the harm done to the
person on the receiving end of the
behaviour but also for the corrosive
effects of immoral behaviour on the
character or essence - the # 'sfeemczfe -

of the perpetrator.
The function, probably, of any system of ethics is to deal with the `grey
areas' in our lives. If you live in a
society where there are absolutely no
doubts - where for instance money is

- and about which Jewish business
ethics has a great deal to say - is what
we may and may not do in order to
acquire our wealth and, equally importantly, what we do with it once we
have acquired it.
In Pz.rfrez. ,4vof (5.13) the Rabbis are

dealing with one of their examples of
four types of men - doubtless women
are the same. The one who says what's
mine is yours and what's yours is mine

totally uninportant - you won't have

is an cz773 %cz 'czre/z, an ignoramus. The

any need of a code of business ethics
because no conflicts concerning wealth

what's yours is yours is a %czsz.d, a saint,

I;o me, business

cthics - and in
particular, Jewish
business ethics is about business
decisions which

are moral, right
cnd,just.

are going to require resolution. Ethical
dilemmas typically arise where my legitimate desires, expectations and
needs come into conflict with your
equally legitimate desires, exp ectations
and needs. Almost the sole instance
where any attempt is made in the book
to look at such a `grey area' of conflict
is the article on Child Labour in the
Third World. I like to think that it is
not without significance that this effort
to grapple with the moral issues inherent in business ethics is written by Dr
Andrew Clayton, a Senior Policy
Officer of Christian Aid and that the
thoughtful Comments on it are by
Stephen Rubin, the chairman of
Pentland Group plc and of JABE.
These dilemmas are of the essence of
Jewish business ethics, for by and large
Judaism has not got hung up on the
idea that there is something noble in
being poor or shameful in being rich.
While money is essential to support
ourselves and our families and our
communities and institutions - for if
we don't attend to such matters, who
will? - money is neither inherently bad
nor inherently good. What is important

one who says what's mine is yours and
and one who says the opposite is
wicked. However, the one who says
what's yours is yours and what's mine
is mine, he is average, a view with
which I suppose most of us would
agree. Some say this is typical of
Sodom - the sublime underlying
thought being that if you go through
life believing that your property is
yours alone, without attaching to it any
obligations or responsibilities to others,
then that is just the type of selfishness
which destroyed Sodom and can also
destroy any other society.
In such a thought system there is no
room for the idea that what we should
focus on is how we reach a decision.
What is really important is the decision
we reach. Perhaps one sentence in their
conclusion gets close to identifying the
difference between me and the editors
of this book: "Business ethics, as the
term implies, is fundamentally about
business." Wrong. It is fundamentally
about ethics.
Ethics is not, as Ian Jones and
Michael Pollitt seem to consider in
their Conclusion, a process to be
`implemented' in a one-off operation,

such as adopting the Cadbury Report
on Corporate Governance or the
Greenbury Report on executive pay,
worthydocumentsthoughtheymaybe.
So far as Judaism is concerned, it is a
set of principles to be absorbed and
constantly applied in reaching business
decisions. For Jews, these principles
are derived from Torah, as commented
upon and developed in the Mishnah,
Talmud, Codes and Responsa given
over the centuries. Ultimately they are
all founded on a few "z./zvof. You shall
do what is right and good in the sight of
God @eut 6:18). You shall love your
neighbour as yourself qev 19: 18), and,
for good measure, that applies equally
to the stranger who resides amongst us
-19:34). And the ultimate of the ultimate, you shall be holy because I,
j4do#czz. your God, am holy. The rest

may be commentary but it is as crucial
today as it ever was and demands to be

studied .

iE

this quest and to its iinerent tensions.
It is not easy for the Masord Jew to
live with those tensions. But Le or she
wants to be both a traditional Jew and
receptive to truth, from whichever
quarter it may come.
For him or her there is no choice and
life amidst tensions is, T`Then all is said
and done, exciting and creative. We

W.E NEED PRACTICE

are traditional in orH commitment to
leaning, our love and appreciation of
the Htil|gy; our imderstanding that the
structure of Jerrich lir-e and conduct as
defined sobstan:fialfy- by ha7a#czfe is

Jonathan Wittenberg

because he was once arrested by
the US authorities
on suspicion
of
IDOUBT
IF IT WAS
ONLY
being a Cuban spy that Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs entitled his autobiography
`Helping With Enquiries'. Following
this lead, and in the hope that it will be
equally arresting,
the
Masorti
movement recently called its series of
major seminars ` Continuing the Quest' .
It is in this spirit that I respond to Rabbi
Dr John Rayner's critique of our
document `Darkenu: The Masorti
Vision' , in which he insists on `Answers
Please' [MANNA 79].
In the preface, the Executive
Director of the Masorti Movement,
Michael Gluckman, defines the aim of
the pamphlet as being `to provoke
discussion and engage in exploration'.
Like him, I welcome serious debate,
especially when it helps us to see what
is best in each other's positions. Our
community needs this. One of the
many virtues of Limmud is that it has

played a major role in lifting AngloJewry above the petty and pedantic, so
that we can enter into respectful
dialogue and lean with and from each
other.
In his critique John Rayner notes
the conflict between Jewish tradition
and Enlightenment values. The great
thinkers of the Enlightenment sought
to come to terms with the tensions
between their world view and that of
the Judaism of their ancestors. But two
hundred years later many of us find
ourselves in a different and, if anything, more complicated situation. A
proper appreciation of this position is
essential.

The great challenges of the Enlightenment continue to engage us, even in
the post-modern context with its
sometimes over-hasty acknowledge-
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ment of the limitations to the empirical
search for truth. The study of history,
archaeology, literature and comparative
law compels us to revise our understanding of Torah, while freedom,
democracy, equality and religious
tolerance provide a welcome but often
challenging social context in which to
interpret and live by Jewish values.
At the same time the effects of the
Enlightenment are themselves under
revision. For at least two generations
we have been counting the cost of the
non-observance of Jewish tradition. It
is not by accident that the orthodox
world has grown steadily stronger,
while both here and in the United
States the Reform Movement has
adopted a more traditional stance on
such key issues as the use of Hebrew,
the liturgy and the keeping of 777z./zi;oZ.

the living form of Jridaism. We are
challenged by- the edical and apiritual
seusitivities and danaIIds of Judaism.
YetwearealsocoxpeHed-iochallenge
back. We camof beEeTe thai the Torah
is literally Ged's ii-ord ife see the
human3 sometimes all too human,
element in both ffie iirfuEn and the oral
Torah. life ale ccafiorfed a± tines by
lawsandpraedeeswhicheonhadictour
current seflslbffiies> parioulally in the
areasofrelafiensEjpsbEtreenmenand
women and beinraar Jck- alEd non-Jew.
A symptom of ifeE zesHhaEf tension

betweefltraffienaliE±ityisthat
we hav'e "H-7F-!Hrfu inEEeasingly more,

which are ediTEH±- qgziliEalan But

we also harts inzzdr rfuch are not
egalitarian bHaB± Ehi is Hiiere the
men and Homm rfu aHEnd them
choose, as aREEHiEed }fased Jews, to
be.WeaLreocEapEHadaesHzlg=ide.

ThissiRE_edebErferfe-ifieTorah
itself. JchE RaLTner challenges the
commithEn± Ie rie ine=fiaustible
si_enifieanee or- chE Trmh Clticially,

this stasanan Es sia in -RE±? in the
conteri of ifeE mdE±EBg_ that `the

This kind of concern is not confined to
the Jewish community. It is not the
liberal churches that have experienced
the most powerful renaissance. We
have come to realise the price of
distancing ourselves from the prayer
and practice of our ancestors. There
has been an increasing discomfort for
many Jews at their alienation from their
own tradition, their ignorance of their
own practices and their illiteracy
amidst the treasured texts of their own

Torah iisElt- is ch= prdece of history
and inteFTrEEiiozi- and that it is
`insepalab-Ze in ifiis Eadirion of

tradition.
The Masorti Movement seeks to find

gates ®F r=in£±ri

its path, or paths - we deliberately left
the Hebrew title untranslated -

recondite anfi slmEini=s. as aDarkenu '

between these pressures. There is no
escape from them. The fundamentalist

bilities. B-zH -chapr ae part of our
heriiaLsze: whEriI ¥E H= ifean today
or zroa TEE mum of dfa EEriiage we

of the mediaeval world may have the
old answers, and the fundamentalist of
twentieth century values may have
twentieth century answers. But
compelled by truth and Torah, the
quest, as Louis Jacobs likes to call it,
must go on. `Darkenu' is a testanent to

intexprfeficn-. SEF±- ir is pedisely in

this dialcgzle of i±Eation that
Judaism has hE)iE ad ±es to be
formedi PEfiEpe de kE5` message of
`Dack±` is ch= c=H iD Io5gir's Jew to

beanen_apLaed.ininedanEcommitted parH+c±an in rfe dfalqgtle. As my

collcagEe jbal lxp ±ssed iE para|]hrasing}IincriEE={GEid=2i25),the

are never

closed T± and mifecE]s may be

ackne"iadsi= afrsi`rE -ro our seusi-

sinpky'discnd±dsd3themore
orH ffro enHEr is EEL te be dinin-

iched drtrfe-±±r with the
creaiiriiF3¥=drEEEL

Jdr RzrmE= J±Ids more detail
on haH i=E-± E aH=ed± `ceris and
lEEalEae SfmgdER 2003

Darkenu
The Masorti Vision is to be:
«S»

a movement of traditional Jewish faith and

practice led by the dynamic understanding of
Torah and Halakhah;

do we communicate the urgency of that
commitment in a non-fundamentalist
context? The opening page of
`Darkenu' states: `The Masorti Vision

is to be a movement that, without
prejudging, seeks the participation of
every Jew on the journey to greater
knowledge,
observance,
ethical
sensitivity and spiritual depth'. This
sentence sharply points up the
challenge. The words `without
prejudging' are essential to our vision.
It is not simply that prejudging a person
on the grounds of how many 772z.JzvoZ

«:»

a movement oftraditjonal Judaism receptive to

truth from every quarter, responsive to the
dilemmas of the modern world;
•:.

a movementthat, without prejudging,seeks the
participation of every Jew on the journey to
greater knowledge, observance, ethical
sensitivity and spiritual depth;

<.

•:.

a movement that includes all men and women in
every sphere of Jewish life;

a.movementthatsays 'You can!.to every
aspiration to learn and practise;

•:+

a movement with facilities to meet all the needs
of Jewish life;

a movement that plays its full part in creating a
thriving Judaism in Israel and the Diaspora and

good relationships with other faiths.

to the awkward issues of Jewish law
derived from some of them. This
question goes far beyond the range of a
brief pamphlet. I am glad of the
opportunity to refer the reader to such
classic works as Louis Jacobs' `God,
Torch, Israel', his `Tree of Life', and
Neil Gillman's `Sacred Fragments:
Recovering Theology for the Modern
Jew'. Neither of these great thinkers
would find it difficult to acknowledge
that there are many issues which still
confront us. This is the meaning of
`quest'.

John Rayner notes the emphasis in

`Darkenu' on fecz/fl4fecz% and Jewish

practice. This is important and points
to what is probably the most important
challenge we face. The quality of our
Judaism is ultimately defined by what
we do and the spirit in which we do it.
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This is what creates the living structure
of our Judaism and guides the quiet
process of osmosis through which it is
transmitted fi.om one person, and one
generation, to the next. Without a core
o.f dedicated practice, what is left of
Jewish life is neither sufficiently
vibrant or substantial to guarantee its
own perpetuation. This is perhaps the
most significant orthodox critique of
all non-orthodox movements and we
should be sensitive to it. When
Judaism,like the garden in the oldjoke,
has become `a thing most people prefer
to turn over in their mind' we have
failed. That is one of the reasons why
the commitment of the Masorti
Movement to Jewish knowledge and
practice is so clearly stated in
`Darkenu'.
This leads to a further tension. How

they keep is deeply alienating. It is
simply wrong. God alone sees to the
heart. We have a commitment to
welcomingeachpersonwheretheyare.
But at the same time we are equally
committed to the journey towards a
more engaged Jewish life. Our real test
is how tine we can be to that promise.
This accounts for the stress in Darkenu
on the development of active and

participative communities and on
example, inspiration and education:
`Our ideal is to equip all our members,
from our youth upwards, in a positive
and motivating manner, with a level of
literacy which will enable us to follow
any and all synagogue services,
practise key Jewish life skills ...study
Torah and have access to other core
texts of Judaism'.

There are many tasks ahead and we
are a small movement. But we are
growing and our communities are vital
and committed. We seek to develop
our vision and in so doing play a
creative and co-operative role in the
Anglo-Jewish
and
worldwide
community. We are spurred on by the
creative challenge of the movements
on either side of us.
Rabbi John Rayner believes our
journey will eventually bring us to the
same conclusions as Progressive
Judaism. It is a mute point whether all
progressive Jews have come to the
same conclusions. I hope not, and I
hope we do not all end up in the same
place. This is based not on disrespect
but on honest difference. The Masorti
Movement is different. It has a
different approach both to Torah and to
fe¢/czfr7}clfe. But Jewish life needs this

diversity and there is more than one
honest way to struggle with the
tensions between Judaism and the post-

Enlighterment world .
RABBI JONATHAN wlTTENBERG, wfeo
was born in Glasgow in 1957, is a grad:un:te Of
Leo Baeck College. Rabbi Of the New North
London Synagogue, the Masorti Movement's
most successful community. he combines the

congregational rabbinate with writing and
teacling.
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Wendy Greengross, long standing member Of the MAINNA Editorial Board,
was refoecting on the challenges Of old age. "When I realised that I was old
.... " She began ``that night make an interesting symposium for MAINIAL when did you accept that you were actually old? " We agreed with Dr
Greengross that it would make an interesting symposium and she
persuaded three Of her friends to join her in refoecting.
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like a bit more energy.
I write this as a sort of aide memoire
to myself.
As I age I find that my best ideas
come at fairly useless times. In the bath
or just as I'm falling off to sleep.
Suddenly the most important thought
ever hits me and almost before I've
had time for anything other than a
moment to think that this was the most
important thought ever, woosh and it is
gone. So while I am still capable of
some coherence, I write the following
notes to myself, which I hope will
eventually be of lots of use.

BE NICE TO 0TRER PEOPLE
and thank them for the things that they
do for you. If someone asks you how
you are, don't tell them. Tell them how
you hope to feel on a good day.
SET REALISTIC GOALS. It is
good to have something to aim for.
Going to the moon before lunch is
probably not on. On the other hand,
making certain that both arms and legs
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get out of bed at the same time is too
easy. Aiming for tidying one drawer
during the next six months is probably
about right.

KEEP

YOURSELF

CLEAN.

When eyesight begins to cloud it is
sometimes difficult to see whether
clothes are stained. Change your
underwear every day. You may not
need to, but like Queen Elizabeth I,
who had a bath every year whether she
needed it or not, it is better not to take
chances.

MUSTER THE STRENGTH T0
APOLOGISE when you say something hurtful. Free-floating resentment
rarely stays contained within its original
boundaries. When it is not your fault, it
is even more important to say sorry.

IF SOMHONE SAYS SOMETHING THAT IS RIDICULOUS,
LET IT GO. Hearing is not too good
as we age and it is sometimes better to
nod wisely than lay yourself open to
ridicule because you misheard the
remark. The blind excite sympathy, the
deaf occasion hoots of laughter.
BH GRATHFUL for what you've
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more, admittedly, than anybody else
who has had the good fortune to survive
as long as I have. But having reflected
on aging a fair bit, I am happy to share
my conclusions with others still
contemplating the prospect, with
apprehension, from a distance.
The bad news is that their
apprehension is well founded. Survival
does have its penalties. As we grow
old, our physical powers decline, our
senses become less acute, our aches
and pains multiply, our mental
processes slow down, we forget what
once we knew and find it harder to
lean new things, our contemporaries
die and our circle of friends dwindles.
The good news is that there are
compensations.
Negatively,
we
become accustomed to our mortality
and less afraid of dying - although,
like Woody Allen, we should still
prefer not to be there when it happens.
Positively, though we have less to look
forward to, we have more to look back
on. In our memories we can revisit
happy times of the past, and to the
extent to which we remain in
possession of our faculties, we can
enjoy the present, too.
Retirement itself brings benefits. We
have more time: to remember, to
reflect, and to read those unread books.
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Rabbi John D Rayner
Liberal Movement President
and elder statesman, emeritus
rabbi of the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue, scholar, author
and teacher
Conversation piece: Rabbi, what will
you do when you retire? I am going to
finishmybook.Ididn'tknowyouwere
writing one! I an not, I am reading
one. We also have more freedom: to
choose how to spend our time, which
meetings to attend, which invitations
to accept.
According to the Torah, Levites
retired at fifty ovum. 8:25). And what
did they do after that? They counselled
their younger colleagues. So Rashi,
referring to Judah ben Tema's
teaching, `at fifty for counsel' (Avot
5:21 and Rashi ad loo.).

The assumption that age brings
counsel is indeed unsafe, and whether
the Job verse (12:12), which links

wisdom with old age and understanding with length of days, is to be
understood as an assertion or a question, is itself open to question.
When I first visited Palestine in 1946
I was delighted to see in the train going
up Mount Carmel a notice saying
mzz77zej; s'e);1/cz% fczfe£" ("Rise up before

the hoary head", Leviticus 19:32). I

didn't know then that in Jewish legal
literature there is an unresolved debate
as to whether that injunction applies to
all who are old in years or only those
who have gained leaning. Now I know
that Judaism knows of zczke7e czsfemcH.,

the old fool, as well as zczfe# "czfflre,
the rebellious elder, and for all I know

one of them may be writing this article.
But if we are fortunate, and cultivate
the right habits, there is a good chance
that we may become wiser with age:
better able to discern between
important and unimportant, lasting and
ephemeral, genuine and specious, truth
and propaganda, the wood and the
trees. And that, if we achieve it, is a
great boon.
Besides, up to a point we can go on
leaming. When, many years ago, I ran
a `Know Your Judaism' correspondence course for the ULPS, one of my
students was Lily Montagu's elder
sister Marion, aged ninety-five. She
wrote some of the best essays. And I
recently heard of a ninety-nine year
old lady who had just eurolled in the
Open University!
Therefore, as we attain old age, let
us welcome each other to the club, and
entertain the hope that the Psalm verse
may apply to us: od );e7zz/vz/72 Z)e-

se}rv¢fe, "they will still bring forth fruit
in old age" (92: 15) .
continued on riext page
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Rose Hacker
Counsellor, councillor, author, sculptor andy

this year, award-winning painter.
different person on }-our om Keep an
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They were in their sixties and I told
them they were not old. Nowadays
thosewhoreachsixtywithoutaterminal
illness will probably live well into the
nineties, especially women - men are
less likely to live as long.
Our children are old age pensioners
and should be enjoying the leisure and
opportunities that retirement brings.
Unfortunately for some, what should
be the best time of their lives is marred
because their children are divorced
and there are grandchildren to be
looked after and/or aged parents
needing care.
It is therefore vitally important to
keep fit and independent for as long as
possible and not to be a burden when
one has passed one's sell-by date. At
the age of 97 I have a few hints to pass
on: don't smoke, drink in moderation,
eat sensibly and do not allow any of
these three temptations to become
comfort-habits.
Loneliness can be a real problem to
those who are not self-sufficient. Too
many contemporaries have passed
away - especially when we have lost
partners. When bereaved, it is helpful
to make new ffiends who never knew
you as part of a couple. You are now a
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Emeritus professor of
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scholar and author
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dened with the weight of years. I am
absent-minded, uncertain what I am
seeking as I wander from room to room.
And I have become a slave to habit. First
thing each morning I turn surreptitiously to the Obituary notices, and if
there is the portrait of a familiar face I
may mumble, "Poor Bill. And only
eighty-six!". Life has become blurred.
I have become hard of hearing, inattentive, irritated by the trivial.
This is the common baggage of old
age. And I should not be surprised
that old age has at last overtaken me,
for my parents (z"/) also were

nonagenarians. But in middle age they
went on cz/z.)/czfe and remained longer

active and resilient, sharing the
excitement of life in the yz.j'fe#i/, joy in
the revival of Hebrew, delight as
ancient Hebrew place-names reappeared with the arrival of new
immigrants, participating in the
construction of a Jewish democracy.
The young state of Israel, for all its
hardships - indeed, because of its
hardships - constantly renews its
youth. Its citizens are still pioneers of
Jewish thought and action.
England, on the other hand, creaks
and rumbles, slow and comfortable for
the aged. People here are kind to the
aged, who take for granted the many
acts of kindness to the over-seventies the bus pass, the free television licence,
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the heating allowances, the care of the
NHS, the occasional proffered seat or
opened door, the gentle smile. We are
diffidently described not as aged, but
as elderly. This delicacy of vocabulary
is often taken amiss, for the aged are
by nature hesitant, negative and
suspicious, ready with accusations of
ageism. In querulous tones they ask,
"Have we perhaps overstayed our
welcome? Are there too many old folk
in this pleasant land?" And from time
to time an awkward cat jumps out of
the bag. With an ageing population
what will happen to national pensions?
Should the working population work
longer hours? Or shorter hours? And
then the crux of the problem appears haltingly, reluctantly. Are there too
many elderly citizens, though they are
loved deady and everyone knows that
they saved this country many years
ago? And then someone produces
statistics which tell whatever story he
may wish, and someone else in an
unguarded moment utters the dread
word `euthanasia'.
Scattered throughout the Bible are
admonishments to respect the aged.
"The beauty of old men is the hoary
head", it is written in Proverbs. And in
the Code of Holiness we read, "Thou
shalt rise up before the hoary head and
honour the face of the old man, and
fear thy God". The Psalmist goes
further and demands, "When I am old
and grey~headed, God, forsake me
not". We have inserted this appeal into

the most solemn moment of the Jewish
year when we recite, "Do not cast us
aside in tine of old age".
I am not a spiritual person; I am a
Litvak. Nevertheless, I think often
about death as it grows more insistent.
There is much still to do, as the rabbi in
Pz.rfrcz. .4vof reminds us somewhat

glibly. But in old age I should also
count my blessings. They are far
beyond my deserts. I have travelled
widely and often, to Israel and India
and North Africa, and to my delectable
city of Urfa in Turkey. I published my
last book at the age of 87. I have set a
rabbinic college on a sound academic
base. I have led the congregation in

prayer and intoned the Bible text in
Hebrew. For this I am truly grateful. I
have joined in laughter, and there has
been much sunshine. The rain too has
not been unpleasant. I can recount
memories, and they are not painful. I
have treasured friends - though they
grow fewer as time advances. I have
the reassurance and togetherness of
children and grandchildren. In a world
that sometimes seems dangerous and
dark, may they be healthy in mind and
body, frank and open.
Above all, I have my dearest love. I
am troubled only by the impending
prospect of solitariness. Leah and I
have always shared our experiences,
and we enjoyed the sharing. But this
will be denied at the end. We cannot
repine. May we be close together when

the tine comes .
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`anything for a quiet life' in the latter
phrase.Iwantedtheconceptof"z./zi/czfe

^AiR\runA\

ESSAY

EACH REVELATION
IS ONLY PARTIAL
Tony Bayfield
sense that the inter faith
theology
moving at
IHAVE
A enterprise
DEEP, isDRIVING
astonishing speed to the`very centre of
religious and human concern. I say that
without joy, not because I do not enjoy
inter faith dialogue on a theological
level, I do and find it immensely
rewarding, but because the sense of
urgency derives from the catastrophic
state of relations between the three

Abrahamic faiths, with dire
implications for humanity all over the
globe. I aln profoundly concerned for
thegoodnameofreligionandaboutthe
wayinwhichthreeofthegreatestforces
forgoodarebeinghijackedfromwithin
by inhumanity, conflict and destruction.
There is an eady rabbinic passage of
considerable importance which has
troubled me for the last thirty years. It
comes from the Babylonian Talmud,

Tractate Gittin, but is what is

What has been my problem? Central
to Judaism is the concept of 77zz.Jzi;cz%,

that which is commanded, those
responsibilities or duties which every
Jew is obliged to take upon herself or
himself. The concept fits best in the
context of covenantal theology, the
defining contract made between God
and the Jewish people Cat Sinai'.
A41z.}zvof are the corrmandments which

flow from the covenant, the duties
imposed by virtue of the relationship.
There is a reference in the early
classical sources to there being 613

commandments a.T. Makkot 23b)
and several of the towering rabbinic
leaders of the middle ages turned this
reference into a definitive list. One of
the points of debate between Reform
and Orthodox Judaism today is
whether these hallowed lists are
dynamic or frozen in time.
As a Refom Jew whose theology is

technically known as a Bczrczz.}cz - a

covenantal and for whom the 77!z./zvof

passage originating from the first two
Centuries of the Common Era. I make
this dating point only to stress that it
apeaks out of a tine when Islam was
but a twinkle in A11ah's eye and
possibly from even before Christianity
had fully challenged Jewish selfunderstanding. It reads as follows:
"Our Rabbis have taught: We

are of huge importance, though
dynamicnotfrozenintine,Ihavebeen
deeply troubled by the closing words
of the passage from the Talmud that I

support the poor of the gentiles
along with the poor of Israel; and
visit the sick of the gentiles along
with the sick of Israel; and bury
the dead of the gentiles along with
the dead of Israel, 77ezz77!ez. do7`4feez.

sfeczJo772, in the interests of peace."

a}.T. Gittin, 61a).
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quoff3d. ivipnei darkhei shalom, in rfue
interests of peace. A 77€z.fzi;o%, an

obligation inposed by God as a tern
of the covenant is a very weighty
category. Supporting the Jewish poor,
visiting the Jewish sick, burying the
Jewish dead are all 77€z./zvo£. I read the

distinction implied by this passage
between the obligation to the Jewish

to extend equally to intemal and
extemal relationships.
This takes us into some important
philosophical and theological areas,
not to mention the extremely murky
waters of my psyche and that would, in
turn, take me way off subject. But
what, I suspect, links the psyche and
the theology is the long running Jewish
debate about particularism and
universalism. There have been
instances where Jews have been so
absorbed in their technicolour love
affair with God that everyone beyond
it has seemed black and white or shades
of grey. Equally, in the encounter with
the modem world there have been
instances-particularlywithinclassical
Reform Judaism - where our
enthusiasm for universal, hulnanitarian
values has overshadowed our
commitment to our particularity as a
people with a distinctive tradition. We
have sometimes felt ashamed of
anything that denoted us as `this people
Israel' as distinct from human-beings,
Englishmen of the Mosaic persuasion.
What has recently struck me so forcibly is that I have been trapped in a
kind of post-Enlightenment selfconsciousness and in the contemporary
obsession with hierarchy and grades.
There is something qualitatively different about one's obligations within
the family, within the group and one's
obligations beyond. That doesn't make
one better or more important than the
other and if rabbinic Judaism chose to
classifymanyofitsintemalobligations
as 77cz./zi;of and external obligations as

ndpnei darlchei shalom, whry rcaid tlwat
withparticularistembarrassment?Why
read it hierarchally or competitively?

Why not simply allow the words to
speck.

V\Thich brings me to the first key
point. The text demands this equality
of concern "in the interest of peace".
Not to set a condescending example.
Not to inpress or to win converts. But
to contribute to the creation of peace.
Is there anything more inportant than
peace or doing something for the sake
of peace? Suddenly an assertion, which
I first encountered in the late 1980s
and which has risen, for me, to
prophetic stature in the last few years,
as I read the newspapers and watch the
television, confronts us: "There can be
no peace in the world unless there is
peace between the religions" caans

poor, sick and dead as 773z./zvczfe and to

Kthg).

the non-Jewish poor, sick and dead
justified "in the interests of peace" as a
pejorative one. I heard echoes of

Equally suddenly, I am reminded of
the well known etymology of the
Hebrew word for peace, sfecz/o77!. It

comes from three root letters s%-J-7„

which carry the meaning of wholeness,
of

integrity.

Sfo¢Jom,

peace

is

irrevocably bound up with a sense of
maldng whole, of bringing fragments
together.
And so to Judaism, Christianity and
Islam, the so called three Abrahamic
faiths and their respective revelations.
There is an old question to which the
answers that we used to give no longer
work.
In Jewish terms, the question is most
easily expressed in the following way:
`What on earfu was God up to giving
birth to Christianity? ' Without getting
into Jewish behaviour towards
Christianity in the early centuries of
the Common Era or distinctions
between anti-Semitism and antiJudaism, it must be self-evident that
the emergence of Christianity has not
proved to be a source of comfort and
pleasure as far as Judaism is concerned.
I am sure I do not have to spell out why
Jews have found it difficult to regard
the rise and rise of Christianity as
anything other than extraordinarily
painful. There have been those long
beforethe21stCentury-a12thCentury
Jewish Neoplatonist called Nethanel
al-Fayyumi; the 18th Cent`ny scholar
Jacob Emden - who were positive and
accepting of Christianity and its
purpose but relatively few who saw the
career of the first Century Jew from
Galilee as anything other than a
disaster for Judaism and, more
particularly, for Jews. Since Jews have
spent the last twenty centuries
demon str ating
an
ab s o lute
determination to stick with the
revelation at Sinai, whatever
blandishments the Inquisition or the
Enlightenment might offer, we have
overwhelmingly opted to declare
God's revelation `at Calvary' not to be
a revelation at all.
There are echoes of this in the
recent episode of Chief Rabbi
Jonathan Sacks and his book, `The
Dignity of Difference'. Sacks did not
grapple with the New Testament as a
book of revelation, still less with that
revelation being of the sane nin]re as
the revelation at Sinai. He simply
suggested that Judaism did not contain
the whole Truth and that there is truth
in other relisions. Such was the scorn
of his own rabbinate and the fury of the
rabbinate `to the right of him' that he
was faced with the choice of re-writing
the offending passages or resignation.
But this continuing denial of
Christianity, thouch understandable in
historical terms, will not do any more.
It is arrogant, insulting and, above all,
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defies what is existentially as plain as a
pikestaff. To continue to deny that
there is truth in Christianity, that the
New Testament is a book of revelation,
that the crucifixion and resurrection is
revelatory for many people has
something of the quality of the recent
broadcasts of the former Iraqi

hformation Minister.
For Christianity, the issues need
expressing slightly differently. By and
large, the problem of the persistence of
the Jews has been one of those
annoying, gnawing questions which

Neither Judcdsm nor
Christianity nor Islam
has answered the old
question as to what
God was up to with
the other two in a way
that encourages
respect cnd, muha,Itty.
have tripped Christianity up in a big
way. The claim to be the tnre heirs of
Sinai and Israel, the supercessionist
view of the New Testament may have
beenneatandconvenientbutthenoisy,
irritating Jewish people has persisted,
resisting Calvary and hanging on to
Sinai for dear life. To be sure the
Jewish revelation, on its own, has
hardly proved to be a great marketing
success but there may be just the tiny
suspicion that the paucity of Jewish
numbers is not simply due to a superior
Christian message. Anyway, are
numbers the ultimate proof?
Looking forward rather than back,
Islam has been a pain as well. The
history of Christian-Islamic relations
is a bloody one from the time that
Mohammad and the Koran clained to
be the culmination of previous
prophetic episodes and swept through
whole swathes of territory where
Christianity had previously reigned
supreme. The present view of many
Christian Churches such as those that
support George Bush is not one of
empathy and amity and the Islamic
response to the post-Christian West is
frequently equally discouraging. As a
recent book by the historian Richard
Fletcher observes (`The Cross and the
Crescent', Allen Lane, London 2003),
Christians viewed Muslims as blood
thirsty pagans and Mohammad as a

false prophet. Istan saw Christianity
as an inferior jumble of sects. Says
Fletcher: "Chistian and Muslim lived
side by side in a state of mutual
aversion".
Whilst Islam kas been more
sanguine than Chistianity about the
prophetic virtiles of Judaism and
Christianityandthepersistenceofboth
faith communities. its view of itself
has always been -clinactic, ultimate
and sufficient in itself. i-either Judaism
nor Christiaflit`- flor Islam has
answered the old quesdon as to what
God was lxp to irith the other two in a
way that enconrages respect and
mutuality-But the old ansR-gis Trill not do.

Understanding e`-eH partially the
purposes of -rie Dii:ine is always a
daunting tasg i-erging on hubris.
Perhapsthenchonoffin-olritechildor
only child ii-as all+'ays our
psychologicall}- tlndsrstandable selfdelusion.BtllgTanmore{othepoint,is
thinlringtha±irealon=harebeengiven

all of God's Tnnh consonant with
anything other -than a ehildich notion
of God? Is the idE=a dlaE an}T one group

of human bins can cfflir the whole
ofGod'sTrfe-crmsenafl[riithanadult
notion ®f hlmam bings? Surely no
humanbeingorgloxpOfhHmanbeings
can possibl}- be che recipient of the
totality of God-s rg`-elation and
purpose, the sole EinrotHed one. What

we hal-a in chg modd are nimbers of
fragmentaF': parli=I RT-elalous. in the
case of JudaisEL Chistianity and
Islam=cheha=.ibrahanicfaiths,what

we hat-a is a rudalm in which th.e
fragmenapr and the perrial only find

any kind of whl€ness when their
connecledfless

and

inextricable

in`rol`'emml rd each other is fully
recognised The can be no peace in
the irorid IHril inert is peace between
the reHgions. Ike can be no peace
beti`'e€n the relj±ons undi there is

peace whir the .ibrahanic family.
There can be no peace T+Tithin the

Abrahamic finder nil i]-e recognise
that `che `-er]r ii-nd she/o77z points to a
whozeness chat no cHe individuality or
individual Ic+'elarion can contain.

I hone chaf il is clear that I am not

sugges-ing -de subordination of the

three ihahric faiin mditions to an
artificial eonsHIIc-L still less their

mergerinioaJedalChistian/Muslim
version ofBaha-i. Far. far from it. Each
revelation. each s@cHT: each tradition is

unique ana of inesinatle value. But
that does nor dEni' fieir theological,
cultural and his{8rical conneetedness
nor their inerz±apendenca,3 nor the very
fact of thei-i-iflificomactedness as one
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of the revelations of our time. There
can be no Judaism without Christianity
and Islam; there can be no Christianity
without Judaism and Islam; there can
be no Islam without Judaism and
Christianity. It is only in discovering
that wholeness that we will find the
peace which is utterly central to our
individual meaning and purpose.
Meaning and purpose. That leads me
to a particularly Jewish perspective on
the three Abrahamic faiths and on the
relationships b etween Jews, Christians,
and Muslims. My starting point is a
piece of work that a friend, the
AnglicantheologianJohnBowden,has
been undertaking. He has been
studying what he describes as "two
terrifying books" - a mammoth two
volume encyclopaedia called the
"World Christian Encyclopaedia" and

a slimmer volume, "The Next
Christendom". What these books
reveal is that there are some two billion
Christians in the world. This figure will
have grown to 2.6 billion in 2025 and
to 3 billion by 2050. The only place of
decline predicted is in Europe. The
parallel figures for Islam are 1 .2 billion
Muslims in 2000, 1.8 billion in 2025
and 2.2 billion in 2050. As for Jews, in
2000 there were 14.5 million, in 2025
the prediction is 16 million and in
2050, 16.7 million (See MANNA 79,
Sping 2003).
I will come to John Bowden's terror
in just a moment. First, let me tell you

just how terrifying it is for me as a Jew
to be reminded of the colossal
imbalance in numbers and of the reality
of Jews as an endangered species,
however much noise we make in
certain countries where there are at
least a handful of us. It is alarming to
be a member of an endangered species
-I don't know whether pandas feel the
same anxiety but there isn't much joy
in forever worrying about survival,
worrying because you feel you are the
heir to something worthwhile,
something which has a meaning and a
purpose given by God and is close to
extinction.
The meaning of Judaism for Jews
has been expressed in a hundred
different ways but I will use just two
for illustrative pulposes. The first is an
ancient J„z.drczs% which says simply
this:

"Rabbi Berekhich began: Your
ointments have a goodly fragrance
(Song of Songs

1:3). Rabbi

Berekhiah went on: What did
Abraham resemble? A phial of
balsam closed with a tight-fitting
screw top and lying in a comer, so
that its fragrance was not let out.
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As soon as it was taken up,
however its fragrance was spread
around. Similarly, the Holy One,
blessed be He, said to Abrahani:
"Journey from place to place, and
your name [for goodness] will

become great in the world"'.
Genesis Rabbah 39:2.
The Jew exists to contribute his or
her values to the world, to be a blessing
to the famifies of the planet, to release
the sparks of goodness that are present
in situations and relationships. Not
exclusively and, hopefully, with
humility.
To quote a contemporary French

poet,
E-anuel Eydour:
"To open eyes when others close
them
To hear when others do not wish to
listen
To look when others turn away
To seek to understand when others
give up
To rouse oneself when others
accept
To continue the struggle even when
one is not the strongest
To cry out when others keep silent
To be a Jew
It is that
It is first of all that

And firfuer
To live when others are dead
And to remember when others have
forgotten"
Wonderful. And how do you do that
whenthetotalworldJewishpopulation
is less than that of Mexico City, when
Christians and Muslims outnumber you
tty more than Manchester United
supporters outnumber Golders Green
Athletic? The answer has to be, only in
partnership with others. At which point
the revelation of our times returns and
is revealed particularly to Jews through
their historic smaliness of number. I
am convinced that the pragmatic
discloses the theological, namely that
the Jewish purpose and meaning, along
withtheChristianpulposeandmeaning
and the Muslim purpose and meaning
can only be realised in partnership. It
carmot be achieved through isolation.

There is a temptation to withdraw and
live emotionally alone, brooding on our
isolation as a consequence of being
universally misunderstood and
universally unloved. But that is our
problemsincethepurposeandmeaning
bestowed upon us by God carmot be
achieved that way. Neither can it be
achieved by monopoly and domination
- which is a problem for my Christian
fiiends, and brings me back to John
Bowden's terror.

John Bowden focuses on the grovth

of Christianity in the Southern Hemisphere. Apart from the United States,
the largest Christian communities are
now in Brazil, Mexico, the Philippines,
Russia and Nigeria. In fifty years
Russia will be displaced by Nigeria
and the dominance of the Uhited States
has to do with its high level of immigration from Hispanic countries, which
links it very closely with the Southern
Hemisphere. John Bowden continues:
"To someone like me the Christianity of the South is terrifying. It

is very different from the North
em Christianity to which I am
used. In many respects it is very
close to the Christianity of the
ealiest days, which, as we should
remember, could be very hostile
to other faiths, especially

Judaism. h the face of poverty
and the constant threat of death
there is a great sense of the supernatural and a desire for prosperity
and health. Christians have no
doubt about the possibility of
miracles, and about the malevolent activity of hostile powers
which have to be combated.
Against this background the Bible can be read almost as if it had
been written yesterday. This
makes religion in the South on the
whole very conservative in its
beliefs and moral teachings. It is a
fundamentalist Christianity, and
its fundamentalism is intensified
by the confrontation with Islam in
which it is engaged in so many
countries in the South".
I suspect that comes pretty near to
being insulting and outrageous as far
as many Christians are concerned. If I
cause offence by quoting, I apologise.
I only ask them to understand that it
expresses Jewish fears. Fears that the
world that inspires this essay, theworld
of generosity and respect, the world
which understands how partial is our
knowledge and how great are human
limitations is on the retreat in the face
of fundamentalism.
Early last year when September llth
had not receded so alamingly into the

non-American memory, when the
Russians were still pounding Grozny,
when suicide bombers `were wreaking
havoc on the streets of Israel - I gave
the Younghusband Interfaith Lecture.
With characteristic modesty, I assumed
the

role

of

S'¢£cz7e,

the

senior

prosecuting Barrister in the Divine
Court and put Judaism, Christianity
and Islam on trial. Sc!fcz7t prosecuted us

for sibling rivalry, failure to confront
the `dark parts' of our scriptures, for
being seduced by Graeco-Roman
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notions of imperialism, for the rape of
the Third World and for tolerating
fundamentalism. I was shocked rigid
to hear an open and shut case from my
very our Satanic lips.
Whilst recognising that the term
`fundamentalism' has its origins in the

Christian mid-West of the United
States in the second decade of the 20th

Century, I was not referring either
simply or even largely to literal
interpretation of the Scriptures; I was
following the work of the American
scholar, Martin Marty and identifying
a phenomenon that has been on the
march since the 1960s across almost

all the world's religions, not just
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. I am

faeosdcer£.Lf8an%tieearmf:ie:j;Cotr£]°dnas°:
threat to beliefs upon which faith once
rested; the reassertion of `old truths' in
a particularly simplistic guise; the
attempt to recreate a supposedly
authentic earlier world which never
really existed; the clain to share with
God the Truth and to have exclusive
access to that Truth; a determination to
seize secular power in order to be able
toimposethatTruthonboththewilling
and the unwilling.
You can see that phenomenon in the
thrust of the Churches which support
the political right in the United States.
You can see it as the tool by which
certain Muslim leaders attempt to rally
the poor, the needy and the
dispossessed. You can see it even
within the Knesset in Jerusalem, let
alone amongst some of the settlers in
the occupied territories. It is utterly
terrifying. There is nothing that it will
not justify. It has forced much of the

Abrahamic family far apart and
rendered it the most dysfunctional
family in the world. One looks at the
television - at the streets of Belfast
and Jerusalem, Basra and Kashmir,
Kabul, Grozny and New York and one
trembles. The crimes are horrendous
and their explicit or tacit justification
by people of faith, our faiths, is
horrendous beyond belief. Why do
people with half a shred of humanity
not walk away from religion
completely? Is it for this that Moses
climbed Mount Sinai, Christ was
crucified and Mohammad wrote the
Koran? And more, are we, the liberals,
the people of goodwill, the
enlightened, the dialoguers not
ourselves culpable sin.ce we do not
stand together on an effective common
platfom and denounce as clearly as we
should those who terrorise us and
others within our own fail:hs? .
By and large, my audience was un-
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impressed and subdued -jounialistic,
over the top, unfair were the words
used. A thoughtful Cbristian theologian said to me that I was grossly
unfair because most fundamentalists
were not terrorists, were not stoppable
and were not her rest)onsibility. A
Muslim told me that his obligation was
to be faithful to the Koran by his lights

are obliged to be responsible and selfcritical. It is scarcely hyperbole to say
that responsibility and self-criticism
are everything today.
The Prophet Micah says:

h the last days

'Ihe mountain of God's house shall
be set firm
On the top of the mountains,

And raised up above the hills...
Then God shall judge between

One looks at the

television - at the
streets Of Balf ;ast and

Jerusalem, Basra and
Kashmir, Kabul,
Grozny and New York
cand one trembles.

The ori,mes are

horrendous and their
explick or tack

justif icedon by people
Of f ;dith, our f idiths, is

horrendous beyond

bdiof
not to criticise other Muslims for being
faithful in their way. But that will not
do. It simply will not do. I hope it is not
too parochial and falsely pious if I cite
a profound yet mysterious text from
Jewish tradition. It asserts that every
Jew is a surety for every other Jew.
What is remarkable is that, whereas the
text supporting the notion of 613
772z.}zvo£.comes from an aggadic (a

homiletic) source, this surety text
comes from a halakhic 77Gz.czrczsfe, a legal

source.. It simply cannot be accommodated legally but the moral thrust is
clear - every Jew stands surety for
every other Jew and that is what forces
me to own responsibility for Jewish
fundamentalists and forces me to face
the dark passages in the Torah and the
T¢7!czch on which they rely. So, surely,
must Christians and Muslims.

We are not allowed to walk away.
We are not allowed to cherry-pick. We

many nations
And decide for great powers.
Then they shall hammer their
swords into ploughshares
And their spears into
prming-hooks.
Nation shall not lift up sword
against nation,
Never again shall they train for
War.

But each human being shall sit
under their vine and under their
fig-tree
And no one shall terrorise them.
For the mouth of the God of
creation has spoken.
It is both a great passage of
transcending value and also a partial
passage, reflecting its place in history
anditslocationwithinaparticularfaith
tradition. But I hope that its underlying
message that it is God's will for us
that, through the exercise ofjustice and
compassion, we create peace, is
something that the three Abrabamic
faiths can sbare. Like so many
powerful prophetic visions it is
transformatory and we have to be
realistic about the human propensity
for conflict and about the degree of
trust, security and humility upon which
peace depends.

But I am notjust a pessimist, a cynic
and a realist. I am also an optimist who
needs a vision and is not the vision of a
just and compassionate society as the
instrument for peace still one of our
most powerful visiofls and driving
forces? Which leads me back to the
centrality of th:a p:1rmse mipnei darkhei
s%czJom as the supreme justification.

And from there to the haunting refrain:
There can be no peace in the world
without peace between the religions.
Peace between Judaism, CELstianity
and Islam is not possible unless we
recognise the revelation of our age,
namely the frogmentary nature of each
revelation. Wholeness and peace as
wholeness are dependent on the
partnership, the co-opera,tion, the fit

between the three I
RABBI TONY BAYFIELD i.s }fae pro/esisz.o#czJ
head Of the British Roform Movemeri'i:i and the

Editor Of M.EEL
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Bible, for the early monarchy. No
historic trace of Saul, David or
Solomon. No account in the
extensive annals of their neighbours,
of a new and important enemy. No
stone of Solomon's palace or the
Temple. Yet there is considerable
evidence for the ensuing kings of
Israel and Judah. There is evidence
for Ahab, Jehu, Omri and others. But
the only historical reference to David
is
another
stele,
probably
commissioned by Jehu, which
recounts the killing of Ahaziah `of
the house of David', but this
inscription is probably at least 100
years post-Davidic.
All very troubling. Not that
`absence of evidence' is proof that

RABBIS VVRAP US

INACOMFORTBLANKET .
Matthew de Large

a thirteen week sabbatical
from
my work
in the
City to
AT TIH
AGE
OF 50,
I TOOK
spend a term studying at the Leo Baeck
College. I attended classes every day for
the term, and took part in courses from
both the BA and Rabbinical syllabuses.
I soon discovered that what little I
thought I knew beforehand was mostly
wrong. In most subjects I did not even
have an inkling of what I did not know.
The term opened many new vistas,
strongly reinforced my belief in the
importance of progressive Judaism and
made me wonder, just a little, if our
Rabbiswerebeingentirelystraightwith
us!

The courses I took included Hebrew,
history, ancient and modem, Mishnah,
fJ#"czsfe, Bible (Samuel, Amos and
Jonah), Jewish Philosophy, liturgy,
Christian-Jewish disputation, Islam
and theology. There was not one of
these that did not open a completely
new window onto the world I thought I
was, in outline at least, familiar with.
So what were these surprising things?
It is hard to write about them briefty
without sounding na.1.ve or deliberately
perverse. Here are a few of the things
we wrestled with:
• Why do we believe that there was an
exodus, a `conquest' of Canaan and
a great Davidic empire? There is no
evidence, unless you count the Bible
itself, that these happened. Not just
an absence of positive evidence but

an extraordinary silence and a
positive absence of evidence at a
tine which, in many respects, is well
documented arid in a location
extensively excavated.
Would not so many people
spending forty years in the Sinai
leave a trace? Where is the pottery?
The burial sites?
One of the few historical
references comes in a 13th century
Egyptian stele which refers to their
destructionofapeoplecalled`Israel'
in Canaan, but with no suggestion
that these were the people who had
recently humiliated Pharaoh and
escaped from Egypt in large
numbers.
When one tons to the settlement,
the evidence, or lack of, is just as
striking.
Archaeology has found no trace
of a town at Jericho in the 13th
century. What it does show is that
Canaan at that tine supported a total
population of no more than 50,000,
and those settlements show no trace
of Egyptian or nomadic cultural
influence. The Bible itself is
disturbingly inconsistent at this
point since there are two versions of
the settlement - one suggesting a
whirlwindinvasionandrapidvictory
in Joshua, the other a long drawn out
period of local feuding in Judges.
Probably most disturbing of all is
the lack of any evidence, outside the

something did not happen, but it is
pretty persuasive.
Why do we think of ourselves in an
unbroken chain of Jewish tradition
reaching back to Sinai? It is demonstrably clear that there have been,
and still are, many "Judaisms" and
that we have made ourselves
comfortable with particular interpretations and accommodations
which happened to be the political
survivors in battles with other
versions which could have been
perfectly acceptable and equally
valid.
In Hasmonean times we know of
the Sadducees, the Pharisees, the
Essenes, the Samaritans, the Zealots
and the Fourth Philosophy. These
were not just different Jewish
traditions
but
deeply,
often
violently, hostile to each other. If
the Essenes had been more
successful politically perhaps we
would all now feel a unique bond to
our solar calendar and lack of free
will. As it happened, through
political astuteness perhaps, it was
the Pharisaic tradition which was
preserved.
More radically, if things had gone
differently, we could all be Chris-

tian or we and the Christians could
both share practices different from
either. After the destruction of the
Temple in 70CE many Jewish
groups were seeking new ways to
worship. Rabbinic Judaism and
Christianity were but forks in a path.
Early Christians were made at home
in synagogues which themselves,
contrary to the common view, had
probably been around since the 6th
century BCE. It was only in 325CE
that the Council of Nicaea separated
observance of Passover and Easter.
• Do we stop to question what we

continued on next page
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mean when we say: "In that day God
will be one and His name one" when
in almost the same breath we say
prayers and read Bible passages
which play out before our eyes an
historical conflation of different
traditions with different names for
God and different Gods? Do we even
wonder how we relate to a God at
once both transcendent and totally
unknowable and at the same time
immanent and personal? Torah and
sz.ddwr are both perlneated by this

later Jews were ghettoised by
Christians because the Jews'
continuing belief in pre-Christian
Bible was a threat to Christian
dogma. The list could go on and on.
So why did I come away from the
experience strengthened in my view of
Progressive Judaism? I found that
neither the literature nor the history

question. 4do#czz. is the immanent
God, EJo%z.7# the transcendent. The

We do not lmow
why the Mishnah

priestly blessing uses 4do#czz.. The

Akedah tellingly uses E/o%z." until

presented me with a remotely coherent,

4c7o72czz. tells Abrahaln to withhold

his knife. In Exodus God explains
that his name is £4do#czz. but he was

known to the patriarchs by the name
E/ Sfe¢cJdczz.. One God or an editorial

attempt to reconcile the different
traditions?
There is even evidence that the
Canaanites worshipped yfz7tfJ as
one of their gods and that ITJ7'lzJ had
a female consort. In 7th century Judali
it appears that such a female goddess
was worshipped in the Temple and
some scholars believe that the

was written. Tine do

not lmow even

roughly when I;orah
was written down
never mind when it
was composed.

me72orczfr is a vestige of the earlier

"tree" that depicted the Canaanite
goddess.

The problem of reconciling how a
transcendent God operates in the
created universe is a mystery at the
heart of Judaism, Christianity and
Islam. Philo, the lst century CE
Jewish philosopher, developed the
idea of `logos' as a bridge between
God and man - trying to reconcile
the dominant philosophy of Platonic
ideals with the working of an immanent, personal God. His philosophy
was very helpful to Christianity
which absorbed it into the idea of
the Trinity and the notion of one
God with three manifestations. Islaln solved the conundmm through
the Qu'ran which is described as `the
word become book'. The Qu'ran is
viewed not as a work of literature,
not even as the whtten-down word
of God, but as part of God, not "Oreated" but "uncreated", an eternal part
of God.
• And then there were some simple
but surprising facts. We do not know
why the Mishnah was written. We
do not know even roughly when
Torah was written down never mind
when it was composed. For a
thousand years Jewish survival was
protected by Christian leaders who
needed Jews as a witness to the truth
of Bible, but a few hundred years
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let alone persuasive, reason to practise
Judaism. But what they do offer me is
a canon of inspirational and
astonishing moral and theological
literature and a history full of lessons
for good and bad. It seems to me that it
makes sense to wrestle with this
legacy, to learn from it and to practise
a Judaism that helps us to serve God
and to improve ourselves and our
community. And it seems to me to
make no sense to follow customs
without
such
struggle
and
intemalisation since there seems to be
such a body of evidence that

undermines the view that what is
orthodox %cz/czfrfeflfe now is in any

meaningful sense "the" rather than "a "
way of interpreting this legacy.
And my concern about our
Progressive Rabbis and whether they
are being `straight' with us? Well,
having seen both ordained and student
rabbis stmggle with these same facts
and issues, I am left feeling somewhat
cheated that they deal with these issues
intellectually and academically but
when it comes to the pulpit they pull a
kind of comfort blanket over us
through selective reading, re-use of
familiar stories and simply silence on
the difficult stuff. It seems to me a
hugely important part of an adult and

thoughtful belief in Judaism to
consider the political, religious and
psychological implications of the
possibility that the Torah was written,
or at least edited, as a retrospective
account by a particular Jewish tradition
to explain the miseries that had befallen
them and to lay out the social and
spiritual prospectus they were
pursuing. It seems to me deeply
important to discuss what we mean by
"god" and bow God interacts with the

world we know. Are we too
embarrassed to talk al]out these things?
Are we too ffightened by the possible
answers? Has it just become
unfashionable? And why did I have to
go back to college to hear such
important questions being asked and
never mind what the answers are?
But I did. And, in case you are in any
doubt, I found it hugely rewarding and
enjoyable. The teaching quality was,
as you would expect if you have ever
studied at any college, variable. But
the best teachers were inxpirational and
most were helpful and informative. I

particularly enjoyed leaning about
Islam from a Palestinian woman who
worked hard to help us to see the moral
beauty of Islamic teaching beneath
some of the less attractive modem
practices. There was no shortage of
parallels with Judaism but perhaps we
are all more comfortable with our
accommodatiofl with Jewish fundamentalism and bigotry. The syllabus,
of which I oily experienced a fraction,
is fantastically broad if, at times,
quirky. How can it be right that the
liturgy course is based on the orthodox
s'z.czde!7:, albeit a gifted teacher made it a

rewarding expedence. hdeed, generally the students expressed concern
about a lack of teaching about
Progressive Judaism.
TLe students themselves were a
greatbunchandremackablytolerantof
thisstrangeoldcharacterwhoappeared
fleetingly in their midst. To be fair, I
was not the oldest and possibly not
even the strangest character on campus
and one of the great things about the
College is the range of people -aged
from 20 to 90 and from all over the
world - studying different courses and
sharing the experience. I thoroughly
recommend it I
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The individual Jewish journey is
endrlessly fiascina[ting. Its

interaction with tl.e collective
Jewish journey is one Of the great
challenges and sources Of anxiety
Of our ti,me. Somedmes it is also a
source Of wonder and reassurance.
A friend Of T`/lARTNA introduced us

to a friend Of his called Nicholas
Cohen. Nicholas Cohen writes:
"Boil. my grandparents came from

Lithuania later settling in South

THE FRINGES CAME
26 YEARS LATE
Africa. One Of my grandfathers
was a shochet iri a small town in
the Cape. He gave me a Haggadah
with an image Of Jerusalem on the
cover fior my bar-mitevah. Yiddish
was the home language Of that
generation. My fiather, brought up
very Orthodox, left that all behind
when we moved to England in
1939. We joined an Ashkenaal shul
where people dressed smartly, the
Board wore top hats and the hazian
outsung everybody. There was no
soul in the place. As a child, I fielt a
mixture Of embarrassment and fiear.
Years later I discovered a living
Judaism in Afirica and Asia I
cel,el)rated Shabbat many times as

well as nosh Hashana in Calcutta,
and Pesach with Muslim friends in
Bangladesh. Now, still wandering
over the earth, I have fiound a
spiritual home with the community
in Victoria, Canada.
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Nicholas Cohen

ringing the city is glistening green. I
stand for a moment to enjoy the air,
before clilnbing into the co-pilot's seat
of a bright yellow Hughes 500-C
helicopter.Wegetclearancetocrossthe
main runway and pass the boundary
fence lined with silver-blue eucalyptus
trees. We are immediately in rural
Ethiopia,pushingbackathousandyears
in the space of a few kilometres. Close
beneath I look down on thatch roof
houses, fields of young fe/ the small
grain cereal Ethiopians use for making
I.7c/.ercz, sour pancakes, and bright red

patches of peppers drying in the sun.
I ant here as an epidemiologist with
the World Health Organization,
working to eradicate one of the age-old
plagues of mankind, smallpox. After a
vast global campaign, Ethiopia is one
of the last countries in the world where
the virus is still transmitted. There are
twelve of us in an international tealn -

pirates we were called because of our
wild behaviour - involved in tracking
downthelasthidingplacesofthevirus.
Each of us heads a squad of local
workers.
We are going east towards the furmel
shaped depression marking the start of
the African Rift valley. Apart from the
pilot, I have with me an Ethiopian
Public Health worker, Seyoum Abebe.
We fly very low. "More difficult angle
to shoot at us", explains the pilot. Two
weeks ago he bad rolled out of another
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Vaccinedng Afar nomads in the southern Dcmaldl Desert, Ethiopia, 1975.

machine attacked with a grenade while
on the ground in the north.
Without waming we fly over the
almost vertical rocky edge of the
plateau, and are suspended 2000
metres above the sand of the Awash
valley. Mini-tornados of hot-baked air
vortex around us wrestling with the
cooler air spilling off the highlands.
Thirty minutes later we land on the
arid semi-desert sand at Awash, not
far from the railway line running westeast from Addis Ababa to Dire Dawa
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and Djibouti.
On the ground, the temperature is
50°C as Seyoum and I take turns to
refuel by hand pump from a previously
cached 44 gallon drum of aviation fuel.
A dozen or so white-robed Afar nomad
men, thin as sticks and many armed
with 1930s old Italian rifles, watch us
with interest. Camels and goats graze
off thorn bushes. A cloud of vultures
circles above the rubbish tips near the
settlement.
I am thinking of one of the great

explorers of the desert. Wilfred
Thesiger,whofoughtwiththeEmperor
Haile Selassie against the Italian
invaders of Abyssinia, began his
journey to Arabia here. He trained his
men in the mountains of Arussi visible
to the south. Later, he crossed the bare

and vast Empty Quarter by camel and
foot depending on his Bedouin friends
and living, so he tells in Arabian Sands,
on little more than flour, dates and
black coffee.
continued on next page
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There are no reports of smallpox in
the area or in Arussi. The plan is to use
the helicopter to search the west
escarpment of the Rift valley. We fly
north west towards Shoa, a rugged wall
of rock rising to over 3000 metres. The
colourful helicopter is shadowed,
butterfly-like, against the craggy sheet
separating the two worlds of desert and
mountain. We circle in front of the

rock cliff to give more time for
climbing. We are hanging over a space
of dramatic tensions and monstrous
changes in the crust of the earth.
Occasional small settlements and
contoured fields are tacked to the
mountainside. Then, as I am
momentarily back in the Paleolithic
age, one of the yellow waming lights
on the instrument panel in front of me
begins flashing; `Chips in the Main
Rotor'. The pilot exchanges glances
with me. "Trouble. Could not have
chosen a better moment. 1'11 drop you
and Seyoum off. Should return in a day
or two".
We put the skids down on a bare

bluff of rock near to a cluster of/"froJ,
stone wall and thatch
Seyoun takes charge.
we are and what wey
we unload our
smallpox vaccine,
needles for the vaccination procedure,
flashcards with images of smallpox
cases to show people the disease that
we are looking for, a lightweight tent
and a cardboard box of emergency
rations.
The helicopter flies away. In the sudden silence that follows we greet the
elderly headman, Hajji. Tall, thin and
with a lined face prolonged by a
graying beard, he is evidently a man of
authority. His community is Agober,
people living on the escarpment
pressed between the Afar and Issa
nomads in the Danakil desert below
the Amhara of Shoa. The Agober trade
grains, rock salt and livestock with the
nomads. The smallpox virus sometimes is carried with them. Hajji has
made the crucial spiritual journey for a
Muslim to Mecca. He offers us hospitality next to his own huts. A few men
armed with rifles stay awake guarding
the livestock from raiding Afar. I sleep
uneasily.
Thumping and clanking noises
coming from nearby wake me before
dawn. We breakfast in Hajji's
compound sharing black coffee, the
beans roasted and ground before us,
and z.73/.ercz with a w¢/ sauce of spiced
rubbery goat meat. Looking into a next
door hut, I realize the sounds are
coming from several floor looms being
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It takes another
twenty si,x years, and

Canada, to add the
tzdrz:ut that f inally

transf arm my
Ethiopian shawl,
woven by a Muslim,
i,hio an Ethiopian
tallit fo Z)e VI;or77 ZJ); cz

Jew. My tallit, Z)o7^7c

in Ethiopia and
com,pleted in

Canada, now has
a home in India
where I am worling.

used for weaving lengths of natural
white cotton for shawls, a style of dress
worn by both men and women
throughout Ethiopia. The end of each
length is marked by several coloured
bands of dyed material. The weavers
are all men, the women being
responsible for spinning the cotton
yam.
We look for smallpox over a wide
area of the escarpment. There are no
cases. Several days pass and no sign of
the helicopter. Seyoum is capable and I
leave the decision about what to do
next in his hands. I begin to feel at
home with these people whose
language I cannot speck and about
whom I know fittle. There are many
hours of wal]ing over rough terrain. In
the evenings, we join Hajji and his
family, exchanging stories in candle lit
darkness with Seyoum as interpreter.
The strangeness of the situation creates
an unexpected intimacy. For a whole
afternoon I watch the weavers and find
their work and geometric designs
intensely beautiEL
I put a question to Hajji, "You do
not know it. But I am neither Muslim
nor Christian. I am Jewish, just like the
Felasha who live near Gonder. We
Jewspraywithashawlaroundusmuch
like the Amhara men wear, only there
are apecial fringes on the four comers.
Would you malse such a shawl for me,
as a symbol of our friendship? I shall
tie on the fringes later."
He agrees and does all the weaving
himself, also choosing the vibrant
stripes of colour at either end. A few
days later the shawl is finished. I have
seen it grow and take shape before my
eyes. Hajj-i takes the material fresh cut
from the loom and, wrapping it round
my shoulders, embraces me on both
cheeks.
Tbere is still no sign of the
helicopter. Seyoum is philosophical, a
few days more do not make much

difference to bin. But I am impatient.

"Let's walk west towards the Dessie-.

Addis road," I say. So we drink a coffee
with Hajj.i and exchange salaams. It
takes about ten hours with a guide to
walk to the nearest town, Aleyu Ainba,
stopping to break off and eat sweet,
young sugar cane from the fields on
the way.
But it takes another twenty six years,
and Canada, to add the fzz.fzz.f that
finally transform my Ethiopian shawl,
woven by a Muslim, into an Ethiopian
/¢JJz.f to be won by a Jew.
My fczJJz.Z, born in Ethiopia and

completed in Canada, now has a home
in India where I am working. A

reminder of Hajji I
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Initiative has been actively

by a small
nulnber of
THE embraced
LIVING
JUDAISM
RSGB communities for some two years
now. Inspired by what has been
happening in other communities,
particularly in the USA, the initiative
seeks to reach out to "each and every
member,findingoutwhateachmember
needs and can give, and supports and
mentorseachindividualintheirjoumey

which is Living Judaism." Qabbi Tony
Bayfield,TheLivingJudaismlnitiative,
Second Phase, RSGB, November
2001).

The buzzword for what is happening
is synagogue `Ienewal'. When I am
asked to define it, even after some 18

months of working with a Living
Judaism community, I still find a
definition elusive. From the synagogue
member's perspective it is the
emergence of a multiplicity of doors
into Judaism or into enriching their
Judaism. `The Ritiials and Practices of
Jewish Life' could be one of these

#

FIRSTSTEPS
Judy Plaut
The Rituals and Practices
of a Jewish Life,
eds. Rabbi Kerry M. 0litzky and
Rabbi Daniel Judson, Jewish Lights
Publishing, Vermont, 2002

doors.

This vollme is an easy and often
moving read lt tales the reader .into
the history of ritual praedce, the `howto' as well as snggestious about where
to begin. The rituals are not the once a
year practices of Pes'c!cfe and yo773

Kz.I?pzfr, with whicL many Jews,
however temous their remaining link
with Judaism may be, still have some
falnifarity. They are the less public,
dally praedces such as blessings and
prayers, Torah stndy, and wearing a
tallit katanPresented in a very accessible way,

witb delightful illustrations, this

Living Judaism is the British Reform Movement's change
and transformation initiative. It is closely linked to the
thinking at Brandeis University in Boston, to Rabbi Larry
Hoffinan's Synagogue 2000 iratiatiwe in New York, and to
the thinking Of such inportcat Reform Jewish scholar's in
the Uruted States as Isa Aron. However, it has its own
distinctiwe thinking and emphasis, seeking as it does to
renew the journey f;orwand Of the Jewish people and
encourage individual journeys which are linked to that
collective journey. Julian Resnick, distinguished Israeli
educator, is the Director Of the movement-wide ini.tiative
and Judi Plaut is the inspirational fieldworker at the heart
Of change in Sinai Synagogue, Leeds. MANNIAL asked
Reshick and Plant to contribute book reviews Of two recent

publications Of interest to those engaged in change and
transformation and the renewal Of Living Judaism.
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collection of essays encourages the
reader to find his or her own way into
developing rituals and practices that
are meaningful and `do-able'. It is not

about `dumbing down'. Rather, it
encoimges the reader to take risks. Not
big risks, but little risks, helping him or
her to stay little by little into areas of
connection with Jewish life and
experience that may have felt at least
alien, if flot impossible. Personal
testimonies provide an often poignant
guide to taking those first steps.
In many ways this epitomises the
Living Judaism Initiative. Many
members of our communities, for a
variety of reasons, have only a limited

involvement with the life of the
synagogue and often with Judaism. As
the links become loosened, it becomes
increasingly difficult for people to
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reconnect, to feel included and to find
Judaism relevant to their daily
experience. We are all familiar with
synagogue structures which provide a
great deal of fulfilment for those at the
centre. Such structures are usually selfperpetuating and exclusive. Our
challenge is to find ways of including
those at the periphery of communities,
the members who only attend services
once or twice a year, or who drop their
children off at %ec7er but do not
consider that Jewish education might
be for them, the parents. It is these
people we need to involve within our
synagogue communities.
This book, subtitled `A Handbook
for Personal Spiritual Renewal',
addresses one aspect of the challenge,
that of spirituality. Increasingly, people
make comments about services in
terms of how spiritual they find them,
often expressing this as whether it
`does something for me'. Rabbi Keny

M. 0litzky in his chapter, `Tefillin',
explains how the practice of laying
Je¢//z.7z gives him a "greater sense of

community. Maybe it also makes me
feel better when I join with others in
a practice that makes me feel like a
disciplined Jew. I get particular joy
when helping a new person who has
joined us, awkwardly struggling
with the practice, not wanting to ask
for help or appear that he does not
know what he is doing when he is a
`master of the universe' in every

other aspect of his life."
For me, this is the essence of what
the Living Judaism Initiative is about:
enabling those who are confident and
competent in many if not all other
aspects of their lives to become
confident and knowledgeable Jews and
to find their Jewish lives meaningful
and fulfilling.
One of the keys to achieving this lies
in the attitude that imbues this book. It
does not suggest that to be a fulfilled
Progressive Jew we must all return to
all the rituals discussed. Rather it
inspires the reader to explore why
rituals are so important to our lives and
to make decisions about which rituals
are meaningful to us as individuals. As
the writer of one of the personal
testimonies puts it, ``To me, ritual is

like a handle - something we can
grab when what we really need to
hold on to seems too elusive. Some

rituals are built into our lives in ways
that often have no beginning; they
are just things we have always done.
Others come into our lives, and in a
moment they become pal.t of us.
After a while they have a way of
taking on meaning unto themselves.
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Just the act of doing them is
comforting." Once we recognise this

included and valued in communal

element of our lives we can begin to
find exactly what is appropriate for us.
At the communal level we need to
provide synagogue members with

In my own community the issue of

This collection Of
essays encourages

the reader to find his
or her own way into
dev eloping rituals
and practices that
are meaningf iul and
`do-able' . It is not

about ` drmbing
down' . Rather, it
encourages the
reader to take risks.
many choices of ways to become more
Jewishly awae and included. A variety
of study opportunities for all ages may
be at the core for some cormunities.
Study can no longer be seen as only the
province of the academic, of those
already `Jewishly empowered', or
worse still, only for the children. It has
to enable those who are daunted by
their perception of their own Jewish
ignorance to begin to ask the questions
they need answering, to find ways to
explore and lean for themselves, and
to share this journey with others.
For some, formal study is not an
enticing prospect. This may be because
of poor feeder experiences from their
childhood, or a sense of alienation
brought about by adult education
programmesthatdonotbeginataplace
which is relevant to the leamers' needs.
This has been common to many forms
of education - and not just in the
Jewish world - in the past. We need to
work hard at encouraging people to
sample and enjoy the revolution that
has been happening at the core of
Jewish education in recent tines.
Educational opportunities do not
have to be fomial. Once Jews have
been welcomed and been made to feel

activities, the possibilities are endless.

how the synagogue observes 4czsfe7"J

has for many years been a source of
tension and discord. Now it has

becomeanopportunityforleamingand
understanding, of encouraging people
to think more about their levels of
observance, and who knows, some may
also feel enabled to increase their
personal observance of what Rabbi
Mark Sameth in the chapter `The Broad
Spectmm of Kashrut' refers to as "a
spiritual dietary discipline."
At Sinai Synagogue, Leeds, this is
happening in a variety of ways to
appeal to a variety of needs: by
discussion, by practical application as
more members are planning menus and
helping to prepare food for synagogue
events, and through light-hearted
cookery events, based on a popular
television cookery programme Ready Steady Pesach, Ready Steady
Shavuot. All educational, all thought
provoking and each appealin.g to a
different range of members.
Rabbi
Sameth
quotes
the
philosopher Abraham Joshua Heschel:
"perhaps the.essential message of
Judaism is that in doing the finite, we
can perceive the infinite." The issue of
has%r#f observance may prove to be,
for some members of this community,
the way to discover that ritual practices
are not ends in themselves, but 'come to
have a spiritual dimension.
`The RItuals and Practices of Jewish

Life' is concerned with offering
possibilities, with insights into Jewish
practice and practical help for individuals. It would be an interesting basis for
informal education in a community,
used for example as a text for a synagogue book club. It models what
should be happening in our communities with suggestions, explanations and
inspiration.Itisneitherprescriptivenor
dogmatic. If we are to encourage more
of our members to become active,
questioning Reform Jews, who are
capable of making their own Jewish
choices, this type of approach, amongst
others, will be invaluable. We need
always to be open to new possibilities,
and to be prepared to think laterally
and creatively. This will help us towards maintaining dynamic and

vibrant Jewish communities .
JUDY

PLAUT

I.s

ffee

L!.vz.#g

J#daz.s'm

Fieldworker at Sinai Synagogue in Leeds.
FavinF_ b_een at the periphery Of Jewish life

herself for many years, the Living Judaism
Initiative has inspired her to give up her job as a
secgndctry school teacher to work exclusively
within the Jewish commtihity.
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a change process and both report the
failures openly alongside the successes.

The answer lies with the experience
of this specific reader over the intervening two years and not with any
differences between the books. A little
over two years ago when I read lsa
Aron's first book, `Becoming a Congregation of Learners', I was just
beginning my involvement with synagogue transformation. In the Living
Judaism Initiative we were experimenting with the creation of a model for
our pilot communities. We had only
the United States to which we could
turn for previous experience. We had
to read about the work of Synagogue
2000, ECE and STAR, the large syna-

ONE JEW AT A TIME
Julian Resnick

of reading the second of Isa
books, `The Self
WIIy Is Aron's
Tlm ExpERIENCE
Renewing Congregation' , so different
from the experience of reading her first
book, `Becoming a Congregation of
Leamers'?
Both her books follow the same
basic script and structure, a mixture of
Organisational, Management and
Change Theory, a refraining in the
language of synagogue communities,
case studies from synagogues to
illustrate the points she is making and
finally a number of user friendly and
fairly explicit exercises for those
involved in the area of synagogue
transformation to go out and use (see
the waning below).
Both are written in an accessible
style making them at the same time
appropriate for the theoreticians
looking to see whether they are in step
with
the
latest
theories
of
Organisational Development, Change
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Theory and Management Practice, the
practitioner in the field of Synagogue
Transformation and the `guinea pigs' or altemative more JPC, Jewishly
Political Correct, sounding animal from within synagogue communities from rabbis to pew Jews, via lay
leaders.

Both are eliriched by the wave of
`Managementspeak' and `Jewspeak'.
Both are true to a scientific approach
which uses quantitative and qualitative
evaluation, reporting on the change in
both numerical growth and in the
quality of conversation as equally
eloquent indices of the success of
synagogue transformation in the
communities in which the initiative she
has been involved in since its inception
in the early 1990's, Experiment in
Community Education, as well as other
synagogue change initiatives, have
been working.
Both are honest about the challenges
faced by communities which enter into

gogue transfomation initiatives in the
United States, and jump in. It was
during this initial period that I read Isa
Aron' s book. I read it, understood what
she was getting at, integrated a few of
her ideas into the approach we were
busy developing and moved on.
This new book, because of these two
years of work as a practitioner of
synagogue transformation with RSGB
communities, now resonates for me as
it throws light on the experiences I
have had over the past years, as it
confims much of what I found in the
field.

The book is filled with both a
thoughtful strategy about the oppor-

tunities and pitfalls of synagogue
transformation and practical guides on
how to deal with the situations that
arise. The seven chapters offer a clear
guide to the journey that a community
embarks on. Opening with a chapter on
the issue of what is a self-renewing
congrega.tion and ending with a look at
individral renewal she draws a careful
line between the fact that this work is
about both organisational development, hence the need for strategy and
the borrowing from the related professional fields, and always about the
individual in community. As Barry
Shrage of the Boston community puts
it, it has to be ultimately about "one
Jew at a tine".
Chapters 2-6 look at the central
issues faced in work in this area: the
questions of how change comes about,
intentionally or inadvertently; the place
of action and reflection, the very heart
of the process; the core issue of the role
of leadership in the process of change,
the role of the professional leader,
especially the rabbi, the role of the lay
leader and the very nature of what we
understand as leadership; the tension
between the centrality of the individual
and the categorical assumption in
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When we return the
Sof;er I;orch to the Ark

af iter a ritual that
recori,nects us on a

regular basis with our
tradition in a way
probably more
powerful that any
other we have, we
sing a final familiar
phrase, often with
great majesty and
I.73fe7?sz.fy, "Chadesh,

Chadesh Yameinu
Kekedem" - jle73en/,
Renew our Days as Of
Old. Or could it be, as
Ron Wolf ;son Of
Synagogue 2000
suggests in his
f;oreword to this book,
``Renew, renew our

days as we anticipate
ourfuture''?

with a pool' was not the culture of
Britain of the salne period. The level of
resources is significantly different as
to necessitate different strategies. At
the same tine, we must acknowledge
places where her statements ring
embarrassingly true as in the
description of synagogues as being
`service centred' rather than `meaning
centred'. Honest translation and
thoughtful consideration is what this
book asks us to do.
It is only now, two and a half years
into the Living Judaism Initiative that
her ideas and her writing really
resonate for me. Rabbi Tony Bayfleld,
in the text study course we run through
the Living Judaism Initiative, `Go
Forth: A Textual Journey', stresses
over and over again an approach to
Jewish texts where the crucial element
is allowing yourself equally to be part
of the text. As Rabbi Larry Kushner
writes in his book `Eyes Remade for
Wonder': "The Biblical text speaks
intimately and demands an intensely
personal response... I am not free to
comment dispassionately on them for I
am in them." To bring who you are
into engagement with the text so that
you are open and ready to experience
the text on a different level and to
enable you to bring a possibility of
meaning to the text that it does not
have without your input is a level I
would call the `Level
of Resonance'. I find

book, "Renew, renew our days as we
anticipate our future"? The phrase is a
clarion call for renewal, for growlh, for
change, for transformation. Are we being asked to turn our backs on where
we have arrived over the centuries and
return to a past we are glorifying because of our sense of an inadequate
present, or are we being challenged to
imbue our present with a beauty, a majesty, a purposefulness, an intensity that
thesewordsconjureupforus?Arethese
words rather than being a prescription
for behaviour consonant with our past,
about the opportunities our future offers us if we engage in the process of
renewal, both personal and communal?
I end with Isa Aron's own words: "I/
the synagogue is to succeed at preserving and transmitting the Jewish
Tradition, it must help its menbers see
the tradition as both vibrant and relevant. I:o do this, it too n"st be "renewed
as in days Of old," bringing a fresh perspective and a fresh energy to what is
old,andtheresonanceofage-oldnorms
and values to what is new. By developing the capacities of self:renewal, a
synagogue can begin to answer its own

prayer„ 1
JULIAN RESNICK `was' bo77! !.# So#f% ,4/rz.cc[

and emigrated to Israel in 1976. A menber of
kibbutz Tsora and leading educator he now
commutes between Israel cund Britain.

from reading this
second book, and the

re-reading of the fist
that this second book

has encounged me to
do, that it has an
additional layer of
meaning for me as I
am now able to read it
at the `Level of
Resonance'.

Judaism that we act in community and
in fact act for community; the dilemma
of working for change in communities
of memory whose draw card is in some
way always their commitment to a
tradition we share.
This is not a recipe book for how to
`do' synagogue change. Every word,
from the choice of examples, the texts
used, the exercises suggested, the
strategies employed and offered as
ways forward, has to be seen as the
basis for intelligent decision making
about how to work in specific
communities that operate within
specific cultural contexts. American
Jews are often described as `seekers';
British Jews as `dwellers'. The culture
that created the large suburban `shul
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When we return
the Se/er rortzfe to the
AI.k after a ritual that
reconnects us on a
regular basis with our
tradition in a way
probablymorepowerful that any other we
have, we sing a final

friliar phrase, often
withgreatmajestyand
±atensky, " Chadesh,
Chadesh Yameinu
Kekedem"

FLene;w,

Renew our Days as of
Old. Or could it be, as

RonWolfsonofSynagogue 2000 suggests
in his foreword to this
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Celan, generally
regarded as the
greatest poet in
German since Rainer
Maria RI[ke, is

Theodor Adomo proclaimed
that after
Auschwitz there
GERMAN
PHILOSOPHER
could be no more poetry. I take this to
mean that in the face of such barbaric
inhumanity all artistic expression was
rendered worthless. The English poet
W. H. Auden also said that poetry does
not change the world and the critic
George Steiner trenchantly argues that
even the greatest art fails to make men
more civilised. I believe that Adomo's
remark carries an even deeper
significance. Following such a moral
catastrophe, those who survive and all
who come after must enter a period of
endless mouming lasting to the end of
time, from which all artistic expression
and the begetting of beauty must cease.
The voice of the poet is enjoined to
silence. The only voices to be heard are
the cries of the dead and the Kczddz.sfe of
the living. Against such a background

of opinion Paul Celan brought forth a
unique body of poetry out of his own
personal nightmare.
Paul Celan was born Paul Ancel in
November 1920 in Czemowitz, the
capital of Romanian Bukovina. He was
the son of Orthodox Jewish parents.
Brought up in a German speaking
milieu, he soon became multilingual,
acquiring Romanian, German, Russian
and Yiddish to which he later added
Hebrew and French. He wrote his
`poetry of the Holocaust' in Geman.
In June 1942, by which time
Czernowitz was under German
occupation, his parents were arrested.
They were shot by the SS in the autumn
of that year. Celan managed to survive
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perhaps the least
quotable Of posts
whilst many
memorable remarks
have been made in
relation to his work,
not least being his
own desoription Of
the trajectory Of his

poedc career as
"still geworden",

after his death, need to be read and
reread in a state of the most concentrated attentiveness, close to reverence.
Celan, generally regarded as the greatest poet in Geman since Rainer Maria
RIlke, is perhaps the least quotable of
poets whilst many memorable remarks
have been made in relation to his work,
not least being his own description of
the trajectory of his poetic career as
"s#.// geM/orde72 ", becoming silent.

In a speech made in 1958 on receipt

becoming silent.

of the Bremen Prize for Literature, he
talks of the poet going to language
"with his very being, stricken by and

by escaping fi-om a hard labour camp
in South East Romania. Many of the
poems that were to follow contain
references to autumn, his season of
tragedy and loss.
It would appear that he escaped
execution in the camp by `jumping the
line'. He slid from his place in a

seeking reality". Perhaps for the reader
too this is the only way genuinely to
engage
with
Celan's
highly
concentrated, allusive and densely
metaphorical writing, saturated with
dark memories and unbearable grief.
In the last poems alone there are to be
found oblique references to Whitman,
the Gospels, Rilke's Tenth Duino
Elegy, the Kabbala, Marlowe, the argot
of the Jacobeans as well as the events
in Paris of 1968. Such a self-exposure
to these poems will take the reader to
the very heart of Celan's profound
suffering, and then beyond, into the
inexpressible choking silence of the
Holocaust out of which they were
forged. They are what a German critic
described as "the no man's land
between speech and silence",
There is a very real sense in which
these poems are those of one already

formation bound for the tnicks and
bullets into the place of another who
was destined for hard labour. The guilt
generated by this episode was to
resonate throughout his work and no
doubt contributed to his premature
death.
Having physically survived the
Holocaust and then the Soviet annexation of Romania, Celan left Bucharest
in 1947 with a "rucksack of poems".
After a six month stay in Vienna he
moved to Paris where he remained until
1970, writing and teaching. Then he
drowned himself in the Seine.
The poetry of paul Celan, especially
the last three collections: Lichtzwang,
Schneepart and Zeitgehoft, published

dead.

Celan' s experience of the Holocaust,
the execution of his beloved mother
continued on next page
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and the Nazi desecration of his mother
tongue, the language of Goethe,
Hoelderlin and Rilke, into an
instmment of hate and dehumanisation,
had severed him from the richest and
most vital source of his being. He
survived until what the critic Dennis
Schmidt called "his deferred death"
some thirty years later. During those
years he struggled to recast a language,
itself reduced to ashes into a final
testament to the moral, social and
linguistic catastrophe which had
obliterated a shared and familiar
reality. As a result Celan's last poems
whthe with a tension between life and
death as he strives to give voice in a
now utterly defiled tongue to the most
torturing of remembrances which he
would sometimes refer to as "the
radically strange, the terrifying other,
the uncanny".
Writing during one of his few
ventures into prose `The Meridian' prose was always "too noisy" a
medium for him - Celan describes how
``writing meant putting his existence

on the line". At that moment, when
existence is actually threatened, when
the breath fails, when silence literally,
if momentarily, means death, at this
moment a poem may be born. If so, it
pulls us back from the "already-nomore, into resuming breath and life".
Celan gave the word j4£e"we7!de to
that movement when our breath is
taken away and then returns, for hin as
language, which is life itself, and the
poem which at the same tine as it takes
our breath away returns it to us and
allows us to live. He compared his
poems to messages in a bottle, washed
up on a foreign shore and read by

whoever may find them, who in tun,
may or may not understand their
meaning.
A question frequently asked of
Celan is why, with so many languages
seemingly at his disposal, did he
choose to write in German, the
language whose defilement and abuse
had led to the flames of Auschwitz. For
Celan, after his early poetic writings in
Romanian, seemed almost inexorably
to have fallen into a Faustian pact with
the German language now stained in
the blood of the many. Whilst
ultimately it might be understood as
his desperate attempt to redeem the
language of Goethe, Heine, Hoelderlin
and Rilke, any other choice would have
been unimaginable. German was
Celan's mother tongue. It was the
language spoken by his beloved mother
so cruelly stolen from hin, whilst he
was schooled in the culture of German
humanism. He was later to say that
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"only in one's mother tongue can one

express the truth. h a foreign language
the poet lies. I do not believe there is
such a thing as bilingual poetry. Poetry
is by necessity a unique instance of
language".
The supreme linguistic challenge
with which he elected to engage was to
recast a language, now so wretchedly
debased, into some redeeming, if
tenuous, fragile aesthetic voice which

could speak from, if not of, the

He compared his
poems to messages in

a bottle, washed ap
on a foreign shore
ond, read by whoever
may fred them, who in
turn, may or may not
understand their
meaning.

catastrophe that had been wrought
upon European civilisation in its name.
It is there that the paradox that lies at
the heart of Celan's poetry and gives to
it its haunting power can be found; the
sounding of a voice in a language that
had silenced the tongues of millions of
Jews including his own father and
mother.
The struggle to find that unique
voice began in the intellectually fertile
environment of Paris where he settled
at the end of 1947 and where he
remained until his suicide some 23
years later. He soon fell under the
influence of the expressionism of
George Tarkl and French surrealists
Michaux and Eluard whilst immersing
himself in the French language.
It appeared that such distancing from
his first language and the adoption of
another, provided him with the necessary psychological, as well as linguistic
space to excavate from the ruins of the
German language, an original poetic
aesthetic which could speak to it,
whilst at the same time transcending
its source. Celan described the process
as "having to pass through its own unresponsiveness, pass through the
thousand darknesses of death bringing

speech". The Geman in which Celan
was writing prompted George Steiner
to comment that "in the end Celan is
writing Gemian like a foreign language".
A question inescapable at least for
Jewish readers of Celan is to how great
an extent did his Jewishness influence
his poetry? It is especially difficult in
view of the fact that his entire poetic
oeuvre, at least from 1942 was a direct
response to his experience of the
Holocaust. An important consideration
here being that Jewish victims of this
abomination were selected on the basis
of their identifica.tion as Jews by others
not by self-recognition. In other words
how much of a `Jewish' poet would
Celan bave been without the
Holocaust. There is no answer to this,
and how do we identify the
`Jewishness' in writing when, if it
exists at all, it will be woven into the
very being of the text. Jewish
references and allusions in themselves
do not niake for `Jewish' writing.
Celandidhavesomethingofstriking
significance to say about being a Jew
and visited Israel in 1960 and again in
1969 one year before his suicide. In
`Conversation in the Mountains ' writ-

ten in the summer of 1959, another of
his very few exercises in prose, he considers the condition of being Jewish
certainly more explicitly than in any of
his poems. He talks of the alienation of
the Jew not sinply from his social and
cultural eminonment but also from the
natural world, in fact from all that exists. The Jew, according to Celan, is a
stranger in the world always having to
confront the inaccessfole, the incomprehensible, the "Language of the
Stone"Elsewhere in `Conversation in the

Mountains' he rites: `The Jew, you
know, what does he have that is really
his own, that is not borrowed, taken
and not returned". Later in the piece
we find "When a Jew comes along and
meets another, silence camot last, even
in the mountains. Because the Jew and
nature are strangers to each other, have
always been and still are, even today,
even here."
To what degree his experience of the
Holocaust engendered or merely
reinforced a pre-existing sense of
estrangement from the world it is
impossible to know. After all it is
perhaps a necessary requisite of a
poet's sensibility, especially for a
Jewish poet reflecting on a shared
historical experience.
In considering the first quote above
from `Conversation in the Mountains'
it might be straining interpretation to
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suggest that one of those things that
Paul Celan the Jew had borrowed
without returning was the German
language itself, which after its
appropriation by the Nazis had become
an alien tongue - the ``black death" to
the Jews. Yet it was the only language
in which the unutterable screaming

language from its smouldering
desecration then it may seem proper
that it should be a Jew, the primary
victim of this language of hate and
denigration.
Was Theodor Adomo's challenging
"no more poetry after Auschwitz" a
cry of utter despair, a magisterial

more civilised, remains as disputatious
a question as ever, as moral
catastrophes of one kind or another
have all too frequently left their stain
on the pages of human history whilst
art in all its various forms has from the
earliest times remained an integral
feature of human existence.

If we merely limit Adomo's remark
to poetry as opposed to art generally
and then to at directed specifically to
the Holocaust our response will be
considerably more circumspect.
Firstly, has any form of art the
necessary capacity to come even close
to transmitting the real sense of human
suffering and horror of those ensnared
by war, persecution and natural
disaster? Even if we were to answer in
the affirmative, still the question
remains as to whether such events
should be subjected to aesthetic
transfiguration, as all art aspires to
ideal form and in seeking to make
beautiful, gives pleasure. Setting aside
recent attempts by cinema, subject as it
is to such immense commercial
pressures to deliver an interpretation of
the Holocaust to a mass audience, the
answer is probably no. Perhaps,
particularly to a Jewish sensibility,
such an event is beyond redemption,
most especially when it is mediated by
an essentially pleasure providing
means such as art, let alone cinema, the
most venal of art forms.
If there are to be exceptions, with
particular regard to the subject of the
Holocaust, they would be very few
indeed. They could only be attempts
by artists of absolute integrity to
recover from the ashes of desolation
and despair the smallest shards of hope
for the moral and physical survival of
humanity. Of these very few, Paul
Celan, especially in his last poems,
may well be the most worthy .

"Last Poems: Paul Celan" (1986)

silence of the Holocaust could be given
voice at all.

"A Jew cannot meet another in

silence even in the mountains" we are
told. Perhaps Celan was, in his poetry,
addressing other fellow Jews, those
who were to come after him and those
who had perished before. They
together could not, must not, endure
the silence. To speak out of the poetry
was to preserve, to keep alive that
which had been all but annihilated. If it
was incumbent upon anyone to restore
and thereby redeem tbe German
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injunction or the mere musing of a
Jewish intellectual? The remark from
both a moral and aesthetic perspective
can hardly be ignored even some sixty
years after the event that prompted it.
If Adorno was pronouncing the
death of all art as a thing of beauty and
a force for good then he is clearly
mistaken, at least on the first count, as
much art, literature and music of the
highest rank has been created since
Auschwitz first entered the collective
consciousness. But the moral efficacy

of art, its capacity for making man

STEPHEN GROSS I.a cz ps);crio/feerapz.s'f,

supervisor and writer with a particular interest
in language. He is also a menber Of the Pastoral
Care and Corrunwrity Shells tearm at the Leo

Baeck College - Centre for Jewish Education.
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ENTIRE
Sir,

FIND THE IDEA OF PAX
Americana somewhat bizarre
H3ditorial, A4an4 79].
What we have seen, and may well
see again, is surely Bellus Americanus.
If we don't think country x has a
suitable goverrment, 1et's remove it
and put in the American model,
whether or not it is suitable. One size
fits all. Those of us over a certain age
remember that after World War 2, the
US was very keen that the British
Empire should be dismantled, and I
believe that certain aid was granted on
the basis that the receiving country
would be given independence from the
UK.
I have no quarrel with this, but it
now seems that the US is set on the
biggest Empire building operation the
world has seen for a long time.
I entirely agree that the US as a
wholeisagreatcoimtry,butthepresent
regime and its backers, including the
fundamentalist Christian Right, are a
fearsome combination. They just know
they are right, don't give a fig for any
other view, and will take any steps
necessary to achieve their ends. It
hardly now seems to be a place where
internal dissent is to be tolerated - free
s|]eech? Iin .....
I agree, hurling abuse is not the
answer, but if gentle persuasion won't
work, it is sometimes necessary to say
`no we will not go down this road with

I

Providers of fire sealing
solutions on major projects
around the world -

4LEifs
Sealant products for movement joints,
weather protection, fire sealing, glazing and
flashing applications throughout the
construction and building industries.

you,.

Finally, thank you again for a very
interesting and thought provoking
issue; I particularly enjoyed Charlotte
Halle's article.
Dennis Lewis
East Molesey, Surrey

Alfas Group of Companies
Bentall Business Park,
Washington, NE37 3JD, England
Telephone: + 44 (0)191419 0505
Fax: +44 (0)191419 2200
E-mail: Alfasind@aol.com

http://www.al fas.com
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factory. But no one told us in advance that
at this factory the live pigs went in at one
end, and the rashers emerged at the other.
So I suddenly found myself in a slaughter
house with scores of pigs waiting to be
stuned. And 35 years on the ceaseless
terror of those animals as they waited to
go on the conveyor belt still gives me the
shudders. They had a sense that their end
was nigh and were trapped in panic.
Today I an glad that I did not get a
chance to chicken out of that Wednesday
moming visit. For it showed me that
stunning in no way saves the suffering of
an animal about to be slaughtered.
Before they ever got near to the stunning
gun or halnmer, they suffered more in 20
or 30 minutes than I ever hope to
experience in my whole life. The argument of the stunning lobby that it saves
suffering - a major plank in their campaign against kosher and hallal slaughter
- is make-believe. Because aninals have
antermae that pick up the danger ahead,
therecanbenoslaughterwithoutcruelty.
The only way that this pressure group
can stop that suffering is to become
vegetarians. And I am eternally grateful
that I became one years before I set out
to watch the smoking of bacon and found
the intense suffering of pigs.

#
Berlin took me to the perfect
ATWOpicnic
HOUR
OUT
OF
site. DRIVE
I might have
been
in
Burnham Beeches, with more birches
than beeches here, and more sunshine
because of wider open spaces. And not a
hint that somewhere on this terrain there
is still the mass grave with the remains
of hundreds of Jews shot because they
were too weak to walk, and which in 58
years no one has yet found the time or
money to open in order to rebury the
bones. This was Jamnitz-Lieberose, the
camp where Hugo Gryn said he learned
one of the most important lessons about
faith. In December 1944 he found his
father in one of the barracks melting his
meagre margarine ration in order to kindle
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the first light of Chanukah. For he told
his son, they had leaned to live for days
without food and water, "but you cannot
live properly for three minutes without
hope." That passage on page 500 of our
HighHolyDayprayerbook,Ireadevery
Yom Kippur wherever I am and in
whatever language I conduct the service.
Now I was in Lieberose because the
locals have at last put up some memorial panels about the people who were
imprisoned there. And one panel was
devoted to the Gr)in family. My thrill at
seeing pictures of Hugo faded when I
looked at the written detail. They got his
birth date wrong -25th July 1930 instead
of 25th June. They said the Gryn fahily
had been seized in their home and
deported to Auschwitz at the end of
1944, and then informed us that Hugo
arrived in Lieberose on June 5, 1944. So
that afternoon in Lieberose I leamed
another lesson about the human condition, that sloppiness is also an integral
and inevitable part of it. And that in
spite of that, we must not let go of hope.
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former mat.keting chief has joined one
of our most respected communal bodies
to rescue it from penury. That example
set by the Wiener Library could be the
salvation of all our cash strapped
communal organisations from local
shtiebel to Board of Deputies. After all,
ifT-shirtswithDavidBeckham'sstubbly
chin clumps coin millions, how many
billions would T -shirts fetch when they
show off the proper length and unkempt
breadth of rabbinic beards?

where I find the magnificent red-brick
Gothic churches are racing almightily
ahead of mosques and synagogues in
rekindling religious faith in the atheist
desert left by communism. The sermons
in those charismatic stones are more
powerful than any that come out of the
mouths of preachers.
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minyan man. He was the elderly gent
without pension who was paid a pittance
by suburban synagogues to make up the
weekday morning and evening quota so
that those with a Yahrzeit could say
kaddish on the day. They limped off the
Jewish scene because minyanin are now
available from one till five or six in the
afternoon on every other staircase of the
diamond firms in Hatton Garden, and in
the sthiebels of stamford Hill and Golders
Green till 10 pin or later.

Only on my patch have they suddenly
come back to thwart me. When the new
leadership of one of my congregations
wanted to establish services after a
break of seventy years with members
who knew not an aleph from a beit, they
thought they had better pay ten men to
get things started. Eight years on we
still get barely beyond the paid quorum.
Because the rest wonder "Why should I
pray for free when Igor and Yevgeny
get paid to say Amen." So how can I
defeat the stubborn truth that you may
exhume a defunct custom, but you
cannot coax it back to life ?

•I+{.
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question. At the time of writing, no

INNOCENT
trace has BUT
been INESCAPABLE
found in Iraq of
Saddam Hussein. Does that mean he did
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me - neither the synagogue in Middle
Street, Brighton, nor the one in
Dennington Park Road, Hampstead,
would lose another rooftile. I would hand
over very happily every pemy of the
£1,750,000 they need between them to
save the glory of their buildings. The
more so because I now work in an area

not exist? .

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF z.a ffee reg!.o#cr/
rabbi i_n North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
R_eading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle apon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
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THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Poad, Finchley, at t`he heart of London's Jewish community,
is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Pleform Movement, the Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva School
and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many,amenities including a Library, Bookshop,
Cafeteria, Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Ivlany programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for spring
aind summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of
welcomes.

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East
End F}oad, Finchley at the heart of London's Jewish
community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational

ln the beautiful cities of Cordoba, Seville, Barcelona and
Home we will tell the story of the exquisite moments of
the "Golden Age" and the traumas of Expulsion.
BOTH TF]IPS AIM TO BE SEPIOUS AND SOCIAL,
lNSPIPING AND ENGAGING, THOUGHTFUL AND

and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's F`eform Movement, the Leo

Contact Annie Simmonds 020 8349 5646

THE STEF}NBEFZG CENTFIE FOFI JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOF] TO JEWISH LIFE

Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva
School and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. It
also provides many amenities including a Library,
Bookshop, Cafeteria, Biblical Garden and extensive
grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to
the general public. Below is a selection for spring and
summer.
The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and

EXPEPIENTIAL.

E.mail annie.simmons@ reformjudaism.org.uk

AF}T COURSES
Ten-week daytime courses with Zev Robinson
Starting October 7th 2003
Tuesdays loam -12.30pm
and 1 .30pm - 4.30pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700
And Wednesday mornings loam -12.30pm

extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION
AM I MY BFIOTHEFIS KEEPEF3?
F}ESCUE IN THE HOLOCAUST

January 2003 - January 2004

WATEF]COLOUF] CLASS
Starting October 2003
Ten week evening course with Linda Gervertz

Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700

This exhibition will focus on the stories of particular

individuals and such issues as why some people were
brave enough to risk their own lives to rescue others.
Telephone 020 83491143
JEWISH MUSEUM
Family History Workshop
Sunday 7th September at 4pm
This is an opportunity to find out how to research
your family roots.
Telephone 020 83491143
E.mail: enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
-CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
THE SHIUF}

Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students.
Themes from the Book of Leviticus and Numbers
Tuesdays 30th September - 16th December
and continues into the Spring Semester
Commencing on Tuesday 20 January 2004
11.15am-12.45pm £6 per session
Full details from Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish
Education

JEWISH JOURNEYS (1)
Led by Jeremy Leigh and Julian Plesnick
"Jewish Memory" In Central Europe

Telephone 020 8349 5600

|7th to 27th July 2003 Cost: £985
A very special visit to the fascinating story of the Jewish
people entering the Modern World as it unfolded in
Central Europe.
The story will be told in the cities of Budapest, Prague

SUMMER EXHIBITION

and Berlin.

JEWISH JOURNEYS(2)
A Jewish Mediterranean Experience
|4th to 24th September 2003 Cost: £1,200
There are no better places than Spain and Italy to
engage with the unique relationships that the Jewish
people have had with both Christian and Moslem
cultures.

or visit our website www.Ibc-cje.ac.uk

At the Manor House
9th July to 29th August 2003

We are pleased to present our own "Summer Exhibition"
featuring work by the students who attend the art
classes run by Zev Bobinson, at the Sternberg Centre.

4 November 2003 -January 2004
Carole Smollan Exhibition
An exhibition of stunning silk and velvet wall hangings,
intricately painted, stitched and embellished with
dazzling jewel-like colours. These hangings are all

worked on Judaic themes.
Telephone 020 8349 5700

